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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the history of conversation in eighteenth-century 

Fngland by looking at normative sites of discourse, beginning with the comedies of the 

Restoration stage, moving on to the coffeehouses, the polite drawing rooms, and ending 

with an examination of the Bluestocking circle. Of particular interest is the role of 

women as conversation moves along a trajectory from the eloquence of the Renaissance 

period to a more rational style associated with the emerging middle class, to the polite 

conversation that allowed women a place in discourse. Early in the period, women were 

expected to remain silent—and thus chaste—^when in company, but as the century 

progressed and it became clear that women's public roles were expanding, the mode of 

public discourse shifted, from eloquence to politeness. At the same time, the normative 

sites of discourse shifted as welL, from the coffeehouse, in which the man aware of his 

civic duty engaged in rational debates on subjects of public import, to the more private 

drawing rooms, sites presided over by women and made polite by their presence. The 

conversation, as well, became less concerned with public issues such as politics and 

literary criticism and more taken up with the display of good manners. 
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Introduction 

Frances Bumey's Evelina (1778) is a novel that documents the history of 

conversatk>n in the long eighteenth century. At the beginning of the novel, the 

eponymous heroine has had no conversation with the world; that is, she's a shy country 

miss who both doesnt know how to interact in the "great world," nor does she understand 

the proprieties that govern communication between individuals—she's not conversable. 

During the course of the novel, Evelina meets many conversational types, people from 

whom she could leam to converse. Bumey gives many, many examples of these types 

and displays their conversation, often without editorial comment, allowing the characters 

to speak for themselves, as it were. Sv Clement Willoughby, for example, represents the 

conversationalist of an earlier age: he's an impertinent, dashing, subtle wit; however, he 

lacks the moral dimension that would make him an appropriate model to be emulated. 

Captain Mirvan, too, is a conversational type of an earlier age. Like Manly, the title 

character of William Wycherley's play The Plain Dealer {1616\ Mirvan is a sea-captain 

and a blunt speaker, satirized by Bumey as rabidly pro-English, surly, ill-mannered. To 

emphasize his true milieu, Bumey has him defend a performance of William Congreve's 

Lxive for Love (1698), which other characters find to be "mdelicate" (124). Another set of 

conversationalists that Evelina meets are the Branghtons, who betray their inner vulgarity 

through the mediocrity of their conversatk>n; they talk of trivial matters and betray a 

"want of decency" by discussing things better left unsaid (Is Miss a bastard?) (212). Mr. 
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LoveL, another one of Evelina's acquaintances, is a fop who disguises his maliciousness 

behind punctiliousness and French phrases. 

During the course of the novel, Evelina picks her way through conversational 

minefields, remaining cool to Willoughby's advances, resisting the Branghtons' vulgarity, 

learning to reply to those who insult her with sflence or polite put-downs. As she comes 

into her own, she finds herself filing in love with the novel's conversational model. Lord 

Orville. In a letter to her guardian, Evelina describes her first impression of Orville: 

"His conversation was sensible and spirited; his air, and address were open and noble; his 

manners gentle, attentive, and infinitely engaging; his person is all elegance, and his 

countenance the most animated and expressive I have ever seen" (76). He further 

demonstrates his conversableness by treating Evelina, who during their first encounter 

has completely lost her self-possession, with "attention and respect," first by entertaining 

her and then by seeking to draw her out by conversing about the country, a subject he 

assiunes she knows something about (78). With Orville, Evelina can engage in 

conversation that meets the standard of the time, conversation that is "calmly sociable, 

and politely chearful" (107). By the end of the novel, Evelina, guided by her model, has 

become conversable; that is, she has learned how to get along in polite society. 

As demonstrated in Bunny's novel, conversation was defined differently in the 

eighteenth century than today. Among other things, it meant one's "manner of 

conducting oneself in the world or in society" (OED). This meaning is closer to social 

intercourse than to mere talk, although conversation did mean talk as well. These two 
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definitions are worth noting, because through them the socializing power of conversation 

in the eighteenth century is revealed. If conversation could be defined as the verbal 

interchanges of individuals interacting in society, then it was conversation, preeminently, 

which motivated that society, which gave it its character and distinction. If conversatk)n 

were mediocre or subversive, then social intercourse would cease and society would 

break down. It was believed, as the anonymous author of The Refin'd Courtier, or, A 

Correction of several Indecencies crept into Civil Conversation (1679) writes, that the 

tongue, if mismanaged, had the power to "do the greatest Mischiefs', to discompose the 

sweetest harmony and to disorder the frame of Government, and to set the whole fabrick 

of the World on fire" (155). On the other hand, i£ through continual instruction by 

periodicals, conduct manuals, and other didactic forms, conversation were to be 

improved, then society would be improved as well, antagonisms between classes and 

genders would be elided, and a comfortable status quo could be maintained. Thus Henry 

Fielding's An Essay on Conversation (1743) not only ofifers the reader advice about how 

to talk, but also how to interact with fellow men, both in public and in private; although 

man, he says, "is generally represented as an Animal formed for and delighting in 

Society," he nevertheless often needs guidance on how to coexist peacefiilly with others. 

Likewise, Fielding's definition of conversation transcends mere talk: it is "that reciprocal 

Interchange of Ideas, by which Truth is examined [...] and all our Knowledge 

communicated to each other" (120). In this aspect at least. Fielding is ^ly 

representative of eighteenth-century writers on conversation in that he sees man not as an 

isolated indivkiual but as enmeshed in a discursive network, his words and actions always 
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occurring in specific social contexts and thus always requiring examination and 

improvement. 

The writers and thinkers of the Enlightenment were highly aware of what Mikhail 

Bakhtin in The Dialogic Imagination would describe as "competing forces of language" 

and of the necessity of promoting one, unitary language with the power to unite culture, 

economics, society—and the sexes—against the disruptive powers of hierarchic rhetoric, 

individual egotism, and subversive or scandalous talk (192). Hence the early eighteenth 

century saw the rise of the rational, scientific language that John Bender and David 

Wellbery describe in their essay "Rhetoricality" and that appeared not only in 

conversation but was promoted in the periodical essay as well and was intended to be 

inclusive of all who wished to participate. It is worth noting, though, that the unitary 

language, in this instance, was associated both with rationality, considered a masculine 

trait, and with masculine sites of conversation, including the co&e house. The 

centrifiigal forces of language which opposed this unitary language included not only 

supposedly hierarchical and exclusive rhetoric but female conversation which, 

particularly early in the century, was often characterized as scandalous and subversive. 

There was also a long tradition, related to the association of conversation with sex, that 

women should remain sflent in company with men or risk being called licentious for 

conversing with the world outside of the domestic sphere. Women, it was thought, were 

orational and thus could not participate in sociable conversation—and its power to 

centralize and unify—unless educated: hence the perk)dicals' emphasis on female 

education, in an attempt to include previous^ excluded females from the conversational 
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circle of equals by introducing them to the joys of rational, scientific language. This 

problem—how to reconcile potentially subversive female conversationalists with the 

Enlightenment project of creating a unitary language for conversation—occupied many 

writers of the period. Indeed, the "woman question" shaped the evolution of conversation 

in the eighteenth century, and, in the end, determined its possibilities as an agent of social 

change. 

I commence my examination of conversation in the beginning of the long 

eighteenth century in England because, although conversation as a social practice was 

important to earlier groups, most notably the court surrounding James I, it was during the 

long eighteenth century that conversation became part of the national character of the 

English. When Dr. Johnson described the people of mid-century England as a nation of 

readers, he might have described an earlier generation as a nation of talkers, just as today 

we Americans might be called a nation of screen-watchers. At any rate, conversation was 

the most important social practice for the men and women of early eighteenth-century 

England. Not only did it serve specific social purposes, but it was inextricably tied up 

with questions about epistemoiogy, questions that arose with the spread of Enlightenment 

thought and perplexed maiqr. Conversation, it was thought, was somewhat purposive in 

nature; although it might not be mtended to solve immediate problems, if rational it could 

lead its partkipants towards a clearer understanding of higher Truths. Hence the subject 

of conversation was discussed by many writers in the long eighteenth century, fixim 

periodrcalists, to conduct-manual writers, to philosophers. 
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In chapter one of this dissertation, I examine tiie emergence of a new kind of 

conversation, as it is documented in the comedies of the Restoration period. Earlier, 

conversation was associated with the Stuart court and was characterized by its wit, its 

figurative language, and its hierarchical nature. In the plays of the early Restoration 

period, in which the struggle between the rising merchant class and an aristocracy 

clinging to its power is portrayed on the stage, witty conversation is deployed by the sons 

of the upper class as a weapon, a way to make the rising Cit aware of a hierarchy and 

subservient to it. Interestingly, female characters are often the wittiest and most 

rhetorically savvy characters in the plays; as such, these characters resist the authorities 

of the day, who advised women to remain silent and therefore chaste in company. As the 

period continued, however, there was a rhetorical shift—most persuasively examined by 

Adam Potkay in The Fate of Eloquence in the Age of Hume—from the hierarchical wit 

and rhetoric of a more aristocratic age to the rational and egalitarian conversation of the 

emerging middle class. This shift, occurring at the same time that women's roles in 

society were being redefined, had profound implications for both men and women. 

At the beginning of the long eighteenth century, as the Whig oligarchy ascended 

and the cofifee house aixl periodical flourished, the art of conversation as it was practiced 

in the normative sites was very close to the "rational-critical debate" that Jurgen 

Habermas, in The Structural Tranrformation of the Public Sphere, finds to be so critical 

to the formation of a public sphere (160). That is, conversation mattered; it had relevance 

in people's lives beyond the mundane interests of private life. Those engaged in 

conversation had an agenda: to argue, to convince, to make decisions that had a wider 
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impact on politics and culture. However, as the century progressed, masculine 

conversational sites and styles lost their normative power, and conversation and 

conversational sites became polite and feminized—and depoliticized. The ideal 

conversationalist, who at the beginning of the century was an active man aware of his 

civic duty, became as the century progressed a polite, disinterested spectator. The 

normative site of conversation shifted from the vigorous coffee house to the feminized 

drawing room. The purpose of conversation was no longer to change the world, but to 

pass the time: conversation became a leisure activity, associated with the display of taste. 

After examining the two normative sites of conversation—^the cofifee house and 

periodical in chapter two, and the drawing room in chapter three—I move on to look at a 

new conversational site that emerged toward the end of the century, the conversational 

circle, in this case, the Bluestocking circle. Comprised of men and women, this group 

came together in the drawing rooms of Elizabeth Montagu and Catherine Vesey. 

Intellectuals, politicians, great lords, and bus^ssmen mixed and conversed, thereby 

eliding class and gender divisions, blending together previously incompatible 

conversational elements to create a harmonious whole. It is interesting that the site of 

their meetings was the drawing room, a site not quite public and not quite private, and 

presided over by women. The question is whether this conversational group had the 

ability to initiate substantive change: whether their conversation mattered. 

In the conclusion I look Iviefly at how a historicization of conversation can help 

us to understand the purpose of conversatk)n today, particularly within the university. 

Scholars such as Kenneth Burke and Michael Oakeshott have described the academic 
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discourse that constitutes the work of the university as a conversation that is continued by 

many speakers over a period of many years. However, in the eighteenth century 

conversational participants were required to set aside personal idiosyncrasies in order to 

engage objectively in discussion, while today those individual differences—whether of 

race, creed, gender, or sexual orientation—^are foregrounded. Conversation has evolved 

from an Enlightenment understanding that language is transparent and can lead 

conversationalists to greater Truths to our more postmodern understanding that truth is 

socially constructed. That is to say, conversation has become, by definition, more open-

ended and inquirii^, not the rational-critical debate so valued by Habermas, but 

something else ahogether. 
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Chapter One 

Linguistu: Swords: 
The Conversation of Cits and Wits in Restoration Comedy 

Much has been written by literary scholars, including Adam Potkay, Robert 

Markley, and James Thompson, about the language theory of the late seventeenth 

century, to the point where it is axiomatic that a rhetorical shift occurred then, coinciding 

with the spread of Enlightenment thought. John Bender and David Wellbery, for 

example, characterize a shift in the fimction of discourse, the death of rhetoric, as 

discourse supposedly loses its positionaiity and becomes neutral and scientific. For 

Enlightenment thinkers, rhetoric was associated with absolutism and with a hierarchical 

social structure. In order to deploy rhetoric one had to be educated within a system 

available, with only a few exceptions, to wealthy males. Rhetoric, too, was associated 

with oration, which, in a way, is hierarchical in eflfect, as one speaker declaims his 

opinion to silent listeners. Rhetoric was also associated with linguistic obfliscation, the 

creation of confiision between words and the reality they were meant to represent—^and 

thus between man and God, the Creator. Enlightenment thinkers wanted to replace 

rhetoric as they understood it—and John Locke's anti-rhetoric statements in An Essay 

Concerning Human Understanding (1690) are among the strongest and most well-

known—^with more scientific, neutral language, language more appropriate for the pursuit 

of truths or, perhaps. Truth. Bender and Wellbery write that scientific discourse can be 

deployed in this pursuit by "mankind in general [...] [or] whoever attains to the neutrality 

requisite for exercising it" (8). Of course, any claims of neutrality are suspect. The 
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supposedly neutral language of the rising bourgeoisie served the interest of that class, 

allowing a more efficient expansion of trade even as it negated the power of the absolutist 

and hierarchical rhetoric of the previous age. 

This dialogism—and I mean this very much in the Bakhtinian sense, as "the 

competing dialects of social groups struggling for dominance" (272)—involving the 

rhetoric of an embattled aristocratic hegemony versus the plain talk of the rising 

bourgeoisie with historic ties to the Puritan cause, is most evident, I would argue, in the 

drama of the Restoration period, for on the stage appear extreme dichotomies, such as 

man versus woman. Country versus Town, and Cit versus Wit, each group having its own 

"dialect," as Bahktin calls it. The ideological struggle between the Cits (the rising Whig 

oligarchy historically loyal to Puritan interests) and the Wits (the embattled aristocracy) 

is played out in many ways. J. Douglas Canfield has efî tivety argued in Tricksters and 

Estates: On the Ideology of Restoration Comedy that the class conflicts inherent to the 

Restoration age are played out most particularly in the sexual relations between male and 

female characters. For Canfield and others, mcluding Laura Brown, dramatic characters 

serve as tropes and not as psychologized individuals. As tropes they function as 

representatives of theb class and gender, allowing the playwright to represent a social 

context, to make ideological clahns, and to subvert or openly challenge accepted ideas. 

Whfle I heartily agree with this analysis of Restoration drama, I believe the ideological 

struggle is being played out on another level as well, through the represented 

conversations of the characters. 
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By conversation I do not mean dialogue or language alone. On the stage, when 

conversation is crystallized into dialogue, it becomes a marker of class and gender and is 

deployed self-consciously, for it was accepted at the time that a man's (or woman's) 

conversation was a reflection of his (or her) inner being. In addition, playwrights 

expk>red the contemporary idea, as does the anonymous author of A Friendly Letter to 

all Young Men Shewing the Benefit of a Religious and Friendly Reproof, Conversation, 

and Admonition (1699), who writes that conversation is "of an assimilating Nature; that 

is, it makes Men become like to those they converse withall" (2). And the style of the 

character / tropes' conversations is classed—Cits speak in one mode. Wits in another— 

and thus reflects class loyalties as well. In a way, then, conversation itself is troped; the 

Wit converses one way, the young girl fresh from the country another, the witty wife 

another, and her husband the Cit another. Their stylized conversations define who they 

are. Bakhtin writes that "language is not a neutral medium [...]; it is populated— 

overpopulated—^with the intentions of others" (294). This is particularly true of the 

troped conversation / dialogue of the Restoration comedies, which is "populated" with the 

political opinions of their playwrights, with ongomg ideological conversations. 

In this chapter I examine some contemporary attitudes toward conversation and 

then move on to look at the most conversational moments in several Restoration 

comedies in order to track the hierarchical shift, as the dominant aristocratic wit gives 

way to the rational conversation of the middling sort. As the source of aristocratic 

authority—the Stuart Court—lost both cultural and political power, the witty 

conversation of the aristocracy likewise k>st its authority. At the same time, the 
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boundaries between the classes became more permeable. In the plays, the conversation 

of the Wits is taken into the mouths of others and thus dialogized, or, as the Wits saw it, 

debased. Witty conversation, the conversational standard of the early Restoration period, 

was refigured as corrupting, worldly, and effeminate. Wit itself was either exorcised 

from the plays, revealed to be superficial and immoral, or relegated to subplots. Opposed 

to wit was the common sense and rational conversation of the middling sort, who claimed 

a different source of social authority; instead of speaking in imitation of the Court, the 

up-and-coming Cit drew authority by claiming to be a man of reason speaking for the 

common virtues of human nature. By the end of the Restoration period, though wit still 

lingered, it was the conversational style of the middling sort that was preeminent. 

Throughout this struggle, women played an interesting role. In the first place, it 

was often women who caused the boundaries between classes to become permeable, as 

aristocratic women married "down"; that is, an impoverished, yet ancient &mily might 

recruit its fortimes by marrying a daughter to a wealthy Cit. In addition, as mentioned 

above, Canfield has proven that women themselves were a sort of battlefield on which 

the struggle between Wit and Cit was played out: sexual politics were very much 

intertwined with class politics. Fmally, women were central to the struggle between the 

classes and their conversational styles because, as I point out below, there was a long 

tradition that associated women with linguistic finesse: women, it was thought, were 

naturally better talkers than men. Because of these assumptions, I have focused n^ 

attention not only on the battle between Cit and Wit, but the role women played in the 

struggle for dommance. 
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Historical Setting—^Wits 

In The Politics and Poetics of Transgression, a book strongly influenced by 

Bahktin about the power exercised by serious discourse over low or comic discourse, 

Peter Stallybrass and AUon White write that "there is a hierarchy of discourse which 

operates to distinguish certain language users from others on the basis of prestige and 

power" (122). At the beginning of the Restoration period, with a Stuart king on the 

throne and royalists returning from exile, the rhetorical conversational style of the 

aristocracy claimed for itself the top rung in the language hierarchy. Historically, as 

royalist apologists saw it, the font of good conversation in England was the Court, 

particularly that of the Stuarts before the Interregnum, which was remembered with 

nostalgia. It was at the restored Stuart Court, in the royal drawing room, that the 

aristocracy of the land gathered to display its wit, its elegant politeness, and its 

scintillating powers of conversation, thus providing a model to be emulated by the upper 

classes of England. John Dryden, possibly the most royalist of the Restoration 

playwrights and a member of a well-known group of Wits, participated in the tradition 

that the best conversation was that which was modeled on the conversation of the Court. 

In an essay entitled "Defence of the Epilogue: Or an essay on the dramatic poetry of the 

last age" (1673) he updates the tradition by ascribing the refinement of conversation in 

England to the return of Charles II from his exile in France: 

Now, if any ask me whence it is that our conversatk>n is so much refined, I 
must freely, and without flattery ascribe it to the Court; and, in it, 
partkularty to the King, whose example gives a law to it [...]. At his 
return, he found a nation lost as much iu barbarism as in rebellioiL And as 
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the excellency of his nature forgave the one, so the excellency of his 
manners reformed the other. The desire of imitating so great a pattern first 
wakened the dull and heavy spirits of the English from their natural 
reservedness, loosened them from their stiff foncs of conversation, and 
made them easy and pliant to each other in discourse. Thus, insensibly, 
our way of living became more free; and the fire of the English wit, which 
was before stifled under a constrained, melancholy way of breeding, began 
first to display its force, by mixing the solidity of our nation with the air 
and gaiety of our neighbours. (181-2) 

It is interesting—and ironic—^that Dryden claims the return of the Stuart 

noonarchy, traditionally absolutist as it was in its attempts to rule the country 

without Parliament, makes the English "way of living [...] more free," when, in 

fact, the mode of conversation practiced by the Court was itself hierarchical, 

defensive of the aristocratic cultural hegemony and, as I will demonstrate, tended 

to promote both inter- and intra-class antagonism rather than making speakers 

"easy and pliant to each other in discourse." 

The mode of conversation associated with the Court of the Stuarts was witty 

repartee, in which participants showed off quick and brilliant turns of phrase before an 

admiring audience. This use of language was decidedly rhetorical, in the sense that 

Locke uses the term in book III of An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, Witty 

conversation was meant to dazzle; it was more about display of wit than communication 

of ideas; rather than deploying judgment to analyze ideas and thus arrive at truths, Locke 

complains, the Wit assembles ideas "with quickness and variety, wherein can be found 

any resemblance or congruity, thereby to make up pleasant Pictures, and agreeable 

Visions in the Fancy" (122). The most witty conversational turn, then, was the simile: he 

who could spontaneously and felicitously associate disparate ideas to create new images 
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proved himself to be a gentleman who wielded a rapier wit as brilliantly as he wielded the 

sword that hung by his side. Simile, as Locke feared, could be dangerous, as the 

"£^eeable Visions" it conjured up had the power to lead others to &Ise truths. The clear

headed Isabella of Thomas Shadwell's A True Widow (1678), for example, resists 

Bellamour's attempt to persuade her to become his mistress, saying, "Think not to 

conquer me by dint of Simfle" (33). For Isabella knows that, while the Wit's conversation 

may be compelling, the reality obscured by his &ncy words—that she will become his 

bought-and-paid-for mistress—is not quite so nice. 

It is interesting to note the metaphors used to describe the aristocratic modes of 

conversation; rapier wit is sharp, divisive; cutting remarks can injure; the linguistic 

swords wielded by Wits could be dangerous. The character Novel in Wycherly's The 

Plain Dealer (1676) says that "talkmg is like fencing, the quicker the better; run 'em 

down, run 'em down, no matter for parrying; push on still, sa, sa, sa! no matter whether 

you argue in form; push in, guard or no" (248). A conversation between aristocratic 

Wits, it seems, could be won or lost, like a war. One of the terms used to describe witty 

conversation, raillery, is closely related to rally, which had military connotations, as in 

the exchange of gunfire or of quick swordplay; the O^rford English Dictionary also 

defines rally as "to attack vigorous^," as in boxing, and "to harry," as in prey. Raillery, 

or railing, was the skillfiil dissection of another's character, which allowed the mdividual 

speaker to shme but in its aggressiveness rarety promoted social understanding. 

Yet another aristocratic conversational mode was double entendre, the play on 

words closely associated with seduction. The word conversation itself had its own 
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double entendre, for it had a sexual connotation: a contemporary meaning of the word 

was "to eogagfi in social intercourse," as well as "to engage in talk," and sometimes the 

intercourse became more than figurative. Often, witty conversation itself was seen as the 

first step in the process of seduction; the idea was that licentious double-entendre-laced 

conversation led to licentious behavior. As Delarivier Manley puts it in Female Tatler 

#15 (1709), "Arguments fi*om agreeable young fellows are very persuasive [...] 

admiration is repaid with complaisance, complaisance produces familiarity, &miliarity 

breeds whispers, letters and assignations [...] the nymph surrenders, modesty takes its 

flight, religion and all moral virtues immediately follow after." Another example of 

conversation's sexual connotation can be seen in the anonymously written The Virtuous 

Wife (1700). The eponymous heroine of the work stays at home and remains, on the 

whole, silent, thus engaging in no conversation, either as talk or as interaction with the 

world, at all. The bad wife, on the other hand, converses with the world, "loves her 

Footman, Butler, or her Page," and encourages adultery by talking "to eVry Pauhry 

Clown / That lurks for sly Debauch about the Town" (67). As I shall demonstrate later, 

many of the Restoration plays explore the sexual connotation of conversation, the Wit 

using witty conversation as the first stage in his seduction of the Cit's women. 

Yet another aristocratic mode of conversatfon was scandal mongering, although it 

was not universally approved of and was often associated with women. While Mr. 

Medley, a gentleman Wit in Etherege's The Man of Mode; or. Sir Fopling Flutter (1676), 

is described approvingly as "the very spirit of scandal," in another play, Otwa/s 

Friendship in Fashion (1678), the scandal-monger Malagene is excoriated by the Wits. 
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Perhaps they are aware of the dangers to their own class posed by scandal (171). For 

while scandal could be witty, it was also destructive of social relationships. So that when 

conversation—which was meant, according to the author of The Refin'd Courtier (1679), 

to be "the band of humane intercourse" (69)~became scandalous, it had the power to "do 

the greatest Mischiefs^ to discompose the sweetest harmony and to disorder the frame of 

Governments and to set the whole fabrick of the World on fire" (155). This danger was 

particularly evident to the Wits, as the aristocratic class was embattled from without, and 

the last thing they wanted was to weaken it from within, through scandal mongering— 

which is why Otways Malagene is singled out for the ire of those of the social class to 

which he aspires. 

All in all, the several types of wit—simile, figurative language, double entendre, 

scandal mongering, raillery, and repartee—composed the gentleman's conversational 

mode, and it was a highly classed mode, indeed. A Cit, according to royalist ideology, 

was not able to engage in witty conversation simply because he was of the wrong class: 

the Cits had not, for the most part, been to the university, had not polished their 

conversation in the courts of Europe, and did not wear linguistic swords; in short. Cits 

were not Wits. Very often in the plays, when a Cit and Wh attempt to communicate, they 

cannot, usually because the plam-speaking Ch cannot understand the witty conversation 

of his social superiors. For example, in Durfe^s A Fond Husband (1677), the Wh, 

Rashley, actually tells the Cit, Bubble, that he's having an af^ with Bubble's wife, but 

the Ch dismisses the words as raiUery, an aristocratic conversational mode which he 

doesn't even attempt to understand. Likewise, when Bubble tries to make a simile—as 
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Wits do—Rashiey, as a Wit, finds it beneath contempt: "Damn him, what a simile the 

fool has found out!" (177). 

The royalist plays, particularly the comedies written before 1688, set up as their 

main characters Wits who, in their conversation, display their ability to dazzle and 

obfuscate the truth: that they are, for example, "tupping," as Canfield puts it, the Cits' 

wives. Basically the Wits are portrayed as sexually and conversationally superior beings. 

And when any interloper attempts to pass himself ofif as a member of this elite set, his 

conversation—^that marker of class—reveals him to be nothing of the sort. As Carlos, a 

Wit in Shadwell's A True Widow says, "Wit is a common Idol that every Coxcomb 

worships in his heart, though some Blockheads of business dissemble it" (4). Thus 

conversation is stratified and serves the Wits in support of the already existing hierarchy, 

which values an aristocratic cultural hegemony over a rising middle class. Witty 

conversation is not particularly appropriate for communication between individuals of 

different classes, but instead exacerbates inter-class antagonism. 

Yet despite the royalists' claims that the Court and its conversational forms were 

superior, the aristocracy was embattled, its cultural hegemony crumbling. The monarchy 

itself was weak, the King unable to restitute many of those loyalists who had lost their 

land during the Interregnum; the Exclusion Crisis and, in 1681, Charles II's dismissal of 

Parliament while accepting money from Louis XIV, also opened the Court not only to 

criticism, but to constitutional crisis. And the upper class was not the monolithic entity it 

liked to think itself—not only were the classes intermarrying, but younger sons were 

moving to the City to engage in trade, thus blurring the class lines between aristocracy 
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and bourgeoisie. In some ways. Restoration drama is the royalists' last, shrill defense of 

the old values that promoted class division, absohitism, and tradition in an outbreak of 

class aggression aimed at the upstart middling sort and their bourgeois. Whig values. In 

the drama, sexuality is one weapon wielded by the Wits in their attack on the rising Cits. 

Witty conversation is another aggressive weapon taken by the aristocracy into the social 

sphere, appropriate for attack, but not for building lines of understanding between two 

estranged classes. In the plays, one can see the conversational style of the upper class 

becoming what Bahktin calls "centrifiigal" in effect; that is, it was losing its normative, 

centralizing power, becoming a disruptive force, containing within it its own seeds of 

destruction. As the Enlightenment values of the middling sort became the dominant 

ideology of the age, wit began to fall out of &vor to be replaced by a conversational style 

that was centripetal in e^ct, one that posited itself as more social, reasonable, and anti-

hierarchical than the disruptive and corrupting conversation of the aristocracy. 

Historical Setting—Cits 

Opposed to the Wits of the Restoration comedy are the Cits, stereotypes of a 

Whig oligarchy, which is portrayed in the earlier comedies as a class of heartless, greedy 

and dull opporttmists who cant keep thev wives from committing aduhery with the more 

sexually and conversational^ attractive Wits. Dryden, in the quotation cited earlier, 

blames the Cits, who are historically loyal to the Protestant cause, for plunging the 

country into "barbarism" during the Interregnum and, later, for filing to display the 

linguistic flair of the Wits, instead engag^ in "stiff forms of conversation." Playwright 
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Aphra Behn, in the Prologue to Sir Patient Fancy (1678), associates Wit with the Stuart 

monarchy, which has been dethroned in &vor of upstart Cits: "The Monarch Wit unjustly 

you dethrone, / And a tyrannic commonwealth prefer, / Where each small wit starts up 

and claims his share; / And all those laurels are in pieces torn, / Which did e'er while one 

sacred head adorn" (25). The conversation of these pretenders to Wit, according to their 

detractors, was dull, lacking eloquence and elegance. In many of the royalist plays, 

including Behn's and Dryden's, a main problem of the Cits is that, because of their 

dullness, they cannot commimicate with the Wits. 

While the Wits modeled their conversation on that of the royal Court, Cits went to 

a coflfeehouse to converse, to a place, as I will discuss further in chapter two, where 

people from all walks of life gathered primarily to discuss politics and business. Not 

surprisingly, the royalist playwrights attack the cofifeehouse conversationalists, for 

conversation about business was thought to be ungenteel and political conversation 

subversive. In Aphra Behn's Sir Patient Fancy, Wittmore asks about the eponymous Cit, 

"Has he no mutinous cabal nor coflfee houses where he goes religiously to consult the 

welfare of the nation?" (41), whfle in Ravenscrofl's The London Cuckolds (1682) the 

three Cits hang out at Garraway's Cofl^ House. Otways Malagene, who so wants to be 

mistaken for a Wit, is also revealed as an upstart Cit when Victoria nnentions that he 

spends time with "Cofifee-House Compank>ns" (49). So there was a definite distinction 

made between the witty, genteel conversation associated with the Town and the Court 

and the Cit conversation, associated with the mercantile City and the coffee house. 
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But the spread of progressive Whig thought was relentless; as an ideology it 

opposed the absolutism of the Stuart monarchy, and the new ideas put forth about 

language meant big changes for conversational styles. As has been noted by many 

scholars, including Bender and Wellbery, Thompson, and Potkay, the eloquent rhetoric of 

the earlier age gave way as the eighteenth century moved to a new conversational ideal, 

according to which conversation became rational, carried out in neutral language that any 

man could deploy in company. This rational conversation was what Bahktin calls a 

"unitary language"; that is, it became the normative, "correct language" of the day (270). 

This ideal was modeled for British speakers in the periodicals, particularly Addison and 

Steele's Spectator and Steele's Tatler. 

As middle-class ideology became ascendant, a new kind of Cit was seen on the 

stage, the gentleman Cit, a man who could converse in the coffee house or at court with 

equal ease, and who, as does the Cit in Mary Fix's Beau Defeated (1700), wears a sword. 

That is to say, he is no longer sexually or conversationally impotent. Later, he will 

become the reader of Addison and Steele's Spectator, and later still, the disinterested 

spectator described by Adam Smith. He is not of the idle aristocracy, but from a middle 

class growing more refined and able to clann, in its turn, the superiority of its own 

conversational forms and its own cultural practices. 

The point here is that, because of its claims to be more reasonable and egalitarian, 

Cit conversation intended to forge bonds rather than dissolve them. The claim to 

egalitarianism of their conversatfon was a reflection of the republican tendencies of the 

Cits, who had traditional ties with the Good Okl Cause of the Commonwealth, with the 
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resuk that they engaged in conversation under the assumption that all participating did so 

on a footing of equality. Of course the conversation based on normative, unitary 

language benefited the Cits. A more sociable society functions more efificiently, allowing 

an expansion of trade and an open field for other Whig objectives, such as progress in 

science and technology. 

Women and their Wits and Cits 

During the Restoratk>n period, women were often advised by religious pamphlets 

and conduct nianiiak to remain silent, avoiding conversation with the world. The 

conduct manual Youths Behaviour (1672), for example, advocates silence for young 

women: "The true Vertue of Silence cannot be too much commended. It is such a quality 

that 1 want words to express its worth: I cannot tell which I should most commend to 

Gentlewomen, either Speech or Silence, since the one of them doth too much, and the 

other too little; Speech enricheth, and corrupteth, but Silence is poor, but honest" (129). 

As indicated by this authority, women's conversation was problematic: it "corrupteth." 

This was true partly because of the sexual connotations of conversation. A talking 

woman's wagging tongue—the female's "unrufy member," according to Ravenscroft's 

witty wife, Arabella I>oodle—^was made equivalent to the clitoris (52). Thus, when the 

talkative woman engaged in conversation m public, she did so both at the levels of 

language and sexuality. A talkative woman was a licentious woman, corrupted herself 

and, thanks to the emulative power of conversatun, corrupting of others. Her 

conversation was characterized by scandal mongering—corrupting both society and 
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government—and sexual double entendre. In e£fect, women were centrifugal forces 

acting upon language: every time they opened their mouths, they caused disruption. It is 

not surprising, then, that talkative women were demonized both in conduct manuals and 

in Restoration comedy. Thus the witty wife of Durfeys A Fond Husband is repeated^ 

called a "demon" and a "cunning devil," and she is, in a sense, exorcised at the end of the 

play. 

The witty female characters presented in the Restoration comedies exist as the 

continuation of a long tradition which naturalized women's conversational powers. 

Women were not only the more talkative sex. but the more devious as welL David 

Abercrombie states, in A Discourse of Wit (1686), that "Women have out-witted the 

greatest men in all ages, and for ought I know, the World turns yet round at their 

discretion. But nothing sheweth more their Wit, than their subtile management of 

intrigues, whether of Love or Revenge; for they can dissemble better than Hypocrisie it 

sel^ and put what Face they please upon their Secret, and real Designs" (204). The 

royalist playwrights participate in this talkative woman tradition by creating witty-woman 

tropes who are particularly adept at deception, at the obfiiscation of the truth. Very often, 

female characters are wittier conversationalists than their male counterparts. For 

example, in Durfey's A Fond Husband^ Rashley admnes his mistress Emilia's abilities at 

"plot or repartee" (160), as it is these skills which conceal the truth from Emilia's 

husband. Likewise, in Aphra Behn's Sir Patient Fancy, Lucretia advises Leander on how 

to deceive her mother; he replies "I cannot teach my tongue so much deceit" (61). And 

Otwa/s Goodvile, himself a chief deceiver of Friendship in Fashion, says of women that 
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"Dissimulation is the natural adjunct of their Sex" (29). Dissimulation—^the ability to 

malcf^ lies appear to be truth—is practicable when the conversational mode is aristocratic. 

One can dissimulate if one has a quick tongue, can use figurative language, and is sidlled 

at putting unlike images together to create new ideas. 

The Plays (1677-1700) 

I have examined the plays in an order which, while not quite chronological, 

reflects the changes in attitude toward conversation as the aristocratic ideological 

hegemony gave way to a new bourgeois ethos. It is a transitional period of about twenty-

five years, during which the conversational forms of the aristocracy gradually lost their 

cultural and normative power and became debased. As Bakhtin writes, "The importance 

of struggling with another's discourse [...] [for an] individual's coming to ideological 

consciousness, is enormous" (348). In the plays, the struggle between the rational 

conversation of the middling sort and the witty conversation of the aristocracy is played 

out on the stage, and just as the Wits define themselves conversationally in opposition to 

the Cits, the plain speakers of the later comedies "come to ideological consciousness" by 

presenting their rational conversation as an alternative to the wit that came before. After 

about 1690 the conversational struggle reflected on the stage was basically over, and the 

Cits had won. No longer did the Wits display then: linguistic swords unopposed; rather, 

the witty way of conversing was examined and found to be corrupting and debased, while 

a new stable, rational conversational style was emergent. 

A typKal Cit versus Wit play comes first: Edward Ravenscroft's London 

Cuckolds, which Susan Staves labels one of the "tedious cuckolding plays" ^ical of the 
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mid-Restoration period (168). It is typical in that its plot serves merely to bludgeon the 

audience with royalist ideology and the assumption that gentleman Wits will always 

triumph sexually and socially over foolish Cits. In this play, each of three city merchants, 

including Doodle and Wiseacre, argue that his choice of wife is best: either witty 

(Arabella), devout (Esmerelda), or innocent (Peggy). The Wits appear on the scene, and 

of course, by the end of the play each wife has cuckolded her husband. The play is 

interesting first in its portrayal of the witty wife, Arabella Doodle, and what her 

conversation reveals about her class; and second, in the role played by conversation in 

seduction and adukery. 

Arabella Doodle is a perfect example of the witty-wife trope. She converses like 

a Wit and her Cit husband. Doodle, is proud of her. As Townly relates. Doodle "takes 

delight to hear her talk, for 1 obserVd a kind of City Elder always sit a little distant fi-om 

her, who listen'd to her rallery with the Sparks, and seem'd pleas'd in his countenance 

when she was smart in her Repartees upon the little Cockerills of the Pit that came flirting 

at her with their sparring blows" (12). Yet according to the ideology of this play and 

others like it. Doodle is a fool for taking pride m his wife's wit, for according to the 

conservative norms of the day a vntuous woman was silent, not engaging m conversation 

with the world. By approving of Arabella's public display of wit. Doodle is unwittingly 

encouraging her to commit aduhery. And within the scope of the Restoration comedy the 

witty wife character is not blamed for the witty conversation that first reveals her to the 

Wits as available and interested and then leads straight to aduhery. Rather, it is the Cit's 

fiuih, usually, for marrying out of his class. According to the mores of the day, wives 
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take on the class of their husbands when they marry, but in these plays they do not; the 

witty wife, presumably of an impoverished noble &nii]y who married down for nooney, 

remains socially superior to her Cit husband—as evidenced by her conversation. No, the 

adultery is her husband's &ult for being such a dull husband (both conversationally and, it 

is assumed, sexually); he's a fool for marrying out of his class in the first place and a fool 

for cniintenancing the witty conversation that leads directly to cuckoldry, so the adultery 

of his wife is simply what he's been deserving all along. 

The other Cit in the play. Wiseacre, is well aware of the dangers of having a witty 

wife and of marrying out of his class. Stating that "a witty wife is the greatest plague 

upon earth," he has sought to avoid Doodle's problems by breeding up a girl to be his 

wife (she's fourteen, he's fifty) and not allowii^ her to "have any conversation with any 

body" but her nurse (3). Thus, he thinks, shell be innocent; unable to converse with 

Wits, shell likewise remain unseduced by them. Yet he is proved to be just as foolish as 

Doodle, for he underestimates the seductive power of witty conversation. By allowing 

Peggy to walk in the streets, even accompanied by her nurse, as she is, he is givii^ the 

Wits access to her and thus inviting them to seduce her. At first all seems well, as Peggy, 

the country-girl trope, arrives in the city and encounters Ramble, a Wit who attempts to 

open a conversation with her. Peggy doesnt understand his figurative language, taking 

him literal^ when he says her eyes have wounded him: "Peg. Wound! Oh dear, why you 

dont bleed. Ram. Oh, tis inwardly! Peg. Aunt, I warrant you one of your pins has 

scratch'd him" (23). It doesn't take long, however, for Ramble, deploying his dazzling 

conversation, to overcome this mnocence and seduce the girL The onfy way Wiseacre 
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could have prevented this fix>ni happening would have been, as he desires, to keep Peggy 

from all conversation with the world, for social intercourse leads to sexual encounters. 

The connection between social and sexual intercourse is evident in this play and 

others like it: the on-stage conversation between witty wife and Wit replicates the more 

intimate kind of conversation which takes place behind the scenes. Arabella's witty 

conversation with Ramble, which includes lots of figurative language and double-

entendre, is like foreplay and leads directly to their sexual involvement. Peggy's initial 

awkward innocence, like her virginity, is soon replaced with an interest in the 

conversation of Wits, and after her experience with Ramble no doubt her Cit husband 

will be unable to satisfy her. For the Cit cannot converse—in any sense of the word— 

with the same flair as the Wit; it is presumed that his sexual conversation is as 

uninspiring as his talk. Thus the metaphor acquires a triple meaning: the Cit wears no 

sword at his hip; nor does he wield a linguistic sword, nor does the sword between his 

legs function with any brilliance. He is simply out-classed, out-talked, and out-sexed by 

the superior Wits. 

In Thomas Durfeys A Fond Husband, the Wits both male and female seem to 

display the same superiority; likewise, the conversation of the Wits proves inaccessible to 

the Cits. In this play, as in Ravenscroft's, the Cit, Bubble, is married to a witty wife, 

Emilia, who is cuckolding him with a Wit, Rashley. So fer a typical Cit-cuckolding plot. 

Meanwhile, another Wit, Ranger, is jealous of Rashley and conspires with Maria, 

Bubble's sister, to expose the afl^. Like Doodle, the Cit of the previous play. Bubble is 

proud of his wife's wit: '*Why, 'tis the readi'st, wittfst, jeer '̂st, flearing'st quean—^"Sbud, 
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she's one of the pearls of eloquence. [...] By the way, let me tell you, there's ne'er an 

orator in Christendom has more tropes and figures" (167). Bubble knows that 

"eloquence" and "tropes and figures" are the markers of aristocratic conversation and is 

proud to have a wife of that class, even though it means they are unsuitably matched. 

And not only does he admire her conversational powers but, unaware that for the Wits 

conversation is equivalent to sexual dalliance, actually encourages Rashley to converse 

with her; "Well said. Chicken.—^Ned. To her.—^To her agen, Ned; 'tis a raging Turk at 

repartee.—Invent, invent; strike her home; prethee try her wit.—^Thou art a scholar.—For 

my part I dare not; (as Gad jidge me!) she's always too hard for me" (168). By asking 

Ned Rashley to "try her wit," he is, of course, unwittingly asking the Wit to cuckold him. 

All of this is typical, even to the central irony of Cit-cuckolding plays, that Cits collude in 

their own cuckolding. 

Yet the Prologue to the play indicates that all this is not as straightforward as it 

would seem. There, the playwright complains about Wit's rule of the stage: "But in this 

age design no praise can get. / You cry it conversation wants, and wit; / As if the obvious 

rules of comedy, / Were only dull grimace and repartee. / Such, Sirs, have been your 

darlings proVd of late." The witty conversation of the Wits is called "dull grimace and 

repartee" here, and in the play itself the downskle of witty conversation is revealed: that 

is, that wit contains within itself the seeds of its own destruction, that it is a centrifiigal 

force of language. For example, when Ranger attempts to tell Bubble the truth about 

Rashley and Emilia's af&ir, he is not believed because the witty conversational mode is 

not designed for the revelation of truths. So that instead of crediting Ranger's 
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accusations. Bubble says "Whoo pox, you're at your quirks and quiddits, your 

Cambridge-puns and Westminster-quibbles are you?" (166). 

The intra-class conflicts are evident here as well, conflicts exacerbated by the 

witty conversational mode. Rashley and Ranger ought to be friends, in league together 

and bent on cuckolding Cits for all they are worth. Yet Ranger is jealous and seeks to 

defeat Rashley; his frustration is increased by Rashley and Emilia's wit and by the 

inability of witty conversation to reveal truths; "Never was an intrigue carried with so 

much confidence; every word they spoke retain'd a double meaning, but so evident, that 

any animal but a dull husband could not &il to understand it," complains Rashley. Maria, 

his partner in the scheme to reveal the afl^, asks why he simply doesn't expose them. 

Because Emilia is too witty. Ranger answers: "But the cunning devil your sister, still as I 

was speaking something towards the discovery, would interrupt me, and in a minute dash 

all my hopes by turning what was said into raillery" (174). And, as mentioned above. 

Bubble wont believe the Wit even when he attempts to speak plainly; just as wit is 

inaccessible to the Cit, plain talk is unavailable to the Wit. So witty conversation is in 

service to aduherers and deceivers and the Wits are discovering that their linguistic 

swords cut both ways. 

That the play is about the &ilure of aristocrat^ conversational nmdes is made 

even more evident when the minor characters are examined. Bubble describes his friend 

Fumble, who is "a little dea^ but ifiiith very good company [....] You shall see he's a very 

jolly feUow, and repartees, and talks, and chats at all rates. But the Devil a word he 

hears, for he ahvays answers quite contrary. Hell make us all laugh ifiuth" (169). 
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Fumble's inability to communicate highlights a failing of witty conversation: the Wit is a 

performer, Hayrling others with his raillery, but not always a good listener; in a sense he 

may as well be deaf^ as Fumble, the Wit-poseur is. Another minor character with 

conversational problems is Sneak, appearing straight from the University and very shy; 

his conversational powers—or lack thereof—are detafled at great length. Ironically, 

Sneak is advised to visit the playhouse—not the Court—to polish his wit; as his uiK;le 

asserts that "by that time h'as seen a play or two—" Sneak, too, will be able to converse 

with the Wits. Perhaps Durfey is commenting here that Wit has become adulterated to 

the extent that the stage, rather than the Court, has become the model to be emulated and 

every Cit, Fop, and college undergraduate becomes a pretender to wit, not necessarily a 

good thing for a royalist cultural hegemony. 

The final attack on witty conversation comes at the end of the play when, contrary 

to all expectation, Rashley and Emilia are exposed. Bubble demands that his wife 

explain; "Speak, Witch, speak! [...] Thou limb of the Devil, speak, I say." But the 

physical evidence cannot be wittily explained away; Emilia's conversational powers &il 

her, and she finds herself at a loss for words. Ranger jeers, "Madam, me thinks your 

speech foils you exceedingly." Emilia stammers, "All will not do. Oh spitefol minute! 

Shame ties my tongue, and absence is most necessary," whereupon she flees the stage in 

confusion. This ending is in stark contrast to that of Ravenscroft's play, where the Cits 

must accept their disgrace and Arabella and Esmerelda, the two witty wives, vow to meet 

the next day to discuss their witty k>vers. In Durfey's play no-one triumphs—Canfield 

calls it a ludic satire, for this reason: the witty cut themselves on their own wit and 
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everyone loses. In Bahktinian terms, the supposedly dominant, centralizing language, 

wit, has become disrupted to the extent that mutual understanding is not possible. 

Sentences are disjointed, the witty attempt to speak but cannot, and only a shambles 

remains. 

The twofold danger presented to the aristocratic cultural hegemony by both the 

rising middle class and the centrifugal forces barely contained by the conversational style 

of the Wits is portrayed most pointedly in Thomas Otwa/s Friendship in Fashion. In the 

Prologue, Otway asks, "How many very hopeful rising Citts / Have we of late known 

spoil'd by turning Wits?" In this play two characters. Lady Squeamish and Malagene, 

have blurred class lines by adopting aristocratic modes of conversation and attempting to 

pass themselves off as Wits, thus attracting the hatred of the play's true Wits. In ef^t, 

these characters are attempting to dialogize a langiu^e that was, previously, unitary. 

Malagene and Lady Squeamish, in ventriloquizing aristocratic wit, claim 

authority to speak by asserting their close tks to the royal Court: Malagene says, "I han't 

been in the Drawing Room these three days; the Company will wonder what's become of 

me" (8), while Lady Squeamish, too, boasts, "there is not a person in the world 

understands the Intrigues of the Court better than myself: I am the general Confident of 

the Drawing Room, and know the loves of all the people of quality in Town" (10). These 

characters have appropriated courtly conversation in an attempt to become accepted into 

the witty upper class. Lady Squeamish, for example, has set herself up as an expert on 

wit; she presumes to criticize Truman's conversation—"he has a sort of an ill-natur'd way 

of talking" (8), she says—and critkizes plays for being "foil of Bawdy and tiauseous 
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doing which they mistake for raillery and intrigue" (9). Like Dryden, Lady Squeamish 

participates in the tradition that good conversation is learned at Court: she relates how a 

poet read his play, and because "he has had little or no conversation with the Court [...] he 

has committed a great many Indecorums" (9). She also instructs a country squire. Sir 

Noble Clumsey, in the Courtly conversational style. He imitates Courtly ceremony, 

bowing and scraping to the true Wits, mouthing polite conversation; yet he overdoes it, 

inspiring contempt in the true Wits, who know better: "Sir Noble Clumsey is too great a 

Courtier," sneers Goodvile (18). 

Meanwhfle Malagene is evidently "badly bom" and is shown to be of the Cit class 

because of his penchant for hanging out with "Cofifee-House Companions" (49). At the 

same time he is "a very good Mimick," and along with his ability to "act a Sow and 

Piggs, Sausages a broiling, a Shoulder of Mutton a roasting, [and] [...] a Fly in a Honey-

pot" (26) he can "mimick"—or, in Bahktinian terms, ventriloquize—courtly conversation 

well enough to gain limited entry into a class to which he does not belong. The Wits 

attempt many times to control and censor him, but despite their efforts to exorcise him he 

remains on stage. When Mak^ene speaks the Wits' language he undermines their 

solidarity, because despite the Wits' protestations to the contrary, Malagene is, at times, 

quite witty indeed. His disruptive power is seen when Goodvile, who initially hates him, 

enlists his help and even begins to adopt the same conversational forms as Malagene. 

Interestingly, Malagene also exposes the affectation of the Courtly conversation practiced 

by Lady Squeamish, mimicking her voice: "Let me die [...] I am very humoursom and 

veiy whmisical I think: ha, ha, ha" (11). He may not be doing this intentionally—as he 
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admits, he does it "mechanically" and not through "observation" (26)—^yet even so, he is 

a centrifugal force, dialogizing the hierarchical conversational forms of the upper class 

simply by speaking them. 

In the course of the play these imitation Wits are revealed for what they are, 

"hopefiil, rising Citts," and so the potential sources of disruption seem to be contained. 

Knowing that Courtly conversation is a marker of class. Sir Noble Clumsey adopts the 

airs and graces of the Court for a short time, but his ancestry (his father was an alderman, 

his grand&ther a blacksmith (26)) is revealed and he gets drunk, revealing his true self by 

shouting "drink, whore, rant, roar, swear, make a noise, and all that: But be honest, do'st 

hear, be honest" (22). For the real Wits, Malagene's pretensions finally become too much 

to bear: "Sauciness and ill-manners are so much your province, that nothing but kicking 

is fit for you," says Goodvile, tummg hun out "to learn better manners" (30-31). Lady 

Squeamish's lack of true wit is revealed in conversation with Victoria, when she attempts 

to make a simile and &ils: "I long till the hour comes, with more Impatience then—I 

swear I know not what to say—" (36). 

Yet even as they are revealed as Wit wannabes, Malagene and Lady Squeamish 

have successfiiUy adopted a dangerous upper-class conversational mode: scandal 

mongering. Malagene is "the Trumpet of all the Scandal in Town" (45), while Lady 

Squeamish asserts, "Ha, ha, ha, really I love scandal extremely too sometimes, so it be 

decentty manag'd—(10). Thus the "rising Citts" of the prologue pose a real threat to 

the normative power of the Wits' conversational forms. Throughout the play the danger 

of scandal to the Wits is made evkient: whenever they are msulted, Malagene and Lady 
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Squeamish in turn threaten to make public the scandalous goings-on in Goodvile's back 

garden. Malagene insists that Goodvile treat him kindly, or else "I shall publish, by my 

Soul's Joy I shall" (42). That their threats to spread scandal are taken seriously is seen in 

the reaction of Victoria, the cousin seduced by Goodvile, who fears Lady Squeamish's 

threat to "take all opportunities to expose thy folly and felsehood every where, till I have 

made thee as ridiculous to our whole Sex, as thou art odious to me" (20). If Victoria 

were to become the subject of scandal she would become outcast and unmarriageable— 

she would be ruined and the upper class would lose an eligible female. 

The danger of witty conversation does not end here, either. Not only are the Wits 

assailed from outside their class, they are fighting amongst themselves as well; at one 

point Truman and Goodvile actually draw swords and commence dueling. This failing 

out between Wits is inevitable precisely because of their conversational style. For the 

modes of aristocratic conversation—raillery, scandal mongering, repartee, double 

entendre—are becoming disruptive, more appropriately deployed in display, deception 

and seduction than in creating stability. Goodvile's actions provide an example of the 

self-destructive nature of aristocratic conversation. Using his powers of witty 

conversation, he deceives—or attempts to deceive—nearly every other character in the 

play, seeking to carry on an afiair with Camilla although he's been married for only ten 

days to another woman, even while attempting to marry his cast mistress, Victoria, to his 

best friend. It is Victoria, the seduced maiden in the greatest danger from both Wits and 

Wit wannabes, who perceives the danger of witty conversation most accurately. She 

calls Goodvile a "Spark," a synonym for a Wit, which to her means that "Falshood is his 
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province" (55). Like Ranger in Durfeys play, Victoria has noticed that witty 

conversation does not lend itself to the pursuit of truths. And when the deception is 

carried out upon members of their own class, that class becomes weaker and more 

susceptible to attack from outside. 

Thomas Shadwell's The Squire of Alsatia (1688) seems to signal the advent of a 

new paradigm shift over the fiilcrum of the Glorious Revolution of 1688 (Canfield, 

Tricksters^ 250). Witty conversation, before a marker of membership in the upper class, 

has become in this play the language of fops and thieves, and the conversation of a brand 

new character trope, the gentleman Cit, has replaced it as the model to be emulated. 

Belfond Jr. has been raised by his uncle. Sir Edward, a City merchant, who says "I 

took [Belfond] when he was a child, and bred him with gentleness and that kind of 

conversation that has made him my friend" (268). Unlike the merchants' sons of the 

royalist plays, Etelfond, Jr. is not a fop or a fool. Like the sons of the upper class, he has 

been sent to the university; Sir Edward describes his adopted son's education as 

including studies in Greek, Latin, and literature. Belfond Jr.'s boorish &ther. Sir William, 

comments: "Well, and what use can he make of the noble Greek and Latin but to prate 

like a pedant, and show his parts over a bottle?" Sir Edward's reply: "To make a man fit 

for the conversation of learned gentlemen is one noble end of study" (275). Belfond, Jr. 

has also been sent on the Grand Tour of Europe, all with the intention of making him a 

gentleman of business. As such, he is a new breed of Cit, a member of a new and rising 

class which is just beginning to seize cultural and ideological hegemony from a 

weakening aristocracy. To be a gentleman, for this new class, has little to do with the 
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class one was born into and mucti more to do with one's ability to engage in learned 

conversation with others upon a footing of equality. Unlike the dull cuckolded Cits of the 

royalist plays, the new Cits are well-educated. Enlightenment men who are gentlemen 

and businessmen, witty and rational at the same time. In many ways Belfond, Jr. behaves 

like a Wit—he makes simfles and keeps a mistress. Yet at the same time, his powers of 

repartee are balanced by solid good sense and good education, and by the end of the play 

his libertine tendencies are reformed and he is ready to settle down to his business and his 

bride. 

Meanwhile, the self-proclaimed Wits of the play are cheats who use witty 

conversation to deceive the rural fooU Belfond, Sr.. It is very possible that these Wits are 

aristocratic younger brothers who, rather than engaging in trade, entering the church or 

joining the army to make a living, have turned to criminal fraud. Belfond Sr. comes to 

the City from the Country, where he's had no education and no conversation with 

anybody. Thus upon arrival in London he is ripe for plucking, immediately falling in 

with a group of criminals who live by fleecing foolish young men of their money and 

expectations. Their chief attraction for Belfond, Sr. is their conversation, which he 

ignorantly mistakes for true wit rather than seeing it for the debased form that it is. He 

particularly admires Cheatly, whose "tongue is rarely hung!" (262). Their canting 

repartee passes for conversation with him, uneducated as he is; "Trigster, lugged out, 

natural, porker, rubbed'—admirable! This is very ingenious conversation! Vare the 

purest company! Who would not keep company with the wits" (263). He attempts to 

imitate their language and, as conversation has the power "to make men like those with 
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whom they converse withall," becomes corrupted, as much by the Wits' conversation as 

by the thieves and defrauders themselves. 

Meanwhile, the women of the play, Isabella and Teresia, have been given a strict, 

Puritan upbringing. Their guardian has evidently been readii^ conduct manuals, which 

advise women to remain silent because only whores have conversation with the world. 

Their duenna, Ruth, even keeps the shutters closed so the two young women cannot be 

seen. Still, they wonder, "Why do they keep such a stir to keep us from the conversation 

of mankind? Sure, there must be more in it than we can imagine; and that makes one 

have a mind to try." Indeed, there is more to conversation, as Isabella responds: "Thou 

hast been so unquiet in thy sleep of late, and so given to sigh and get alone when thou art 

awake, I &ncy thou dost imagine somewhat of it" (287). Teresia's desire for conversation 

with mankind, which troubles her sleep, reveals her to be a sexual being. Indeed, 

Belfond Jr. has noticed that "The air of their &ces plainly shows they have wit that must 

despise these trifling forms" (273). The &ct that they possess wit in itself makes them 

desirable; they are not dull of tongue despite the "triflii^ forms" of conversation they are 

forced to adopt, and thus, it is assumed by the young men, they are not sexually asleep 

either. 

The debasement of aristocratic modes of conversation is complete by the time of 

the performance of Mary Fix's The Beau Defeated. As in Shadwell's play, witty 

conversation is the provmce of cheats and thieves, and the man who sets himself up as a 

Wit turns out to be a juaq)ed-up footman. In this play a Cit's widow, Mrs. Rich, 

ventriloquizes the aristocratk; ideology of the earlier Restoration period—^perhaps she has 
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seen too many royalist comedies. She desires to be thought of as a lady of the so-called 

Quality and SO, much like Lady Squeamish, adopts the conversational style of that class. 

She describes sitting around the tea table scandal mongering with Mrs. Trickwell and 

complains that a visiting Cit's wife's "whole discourse, let me die, [was] of the awkward 

brutes, her children: o' my soul they were begot by her husband, the things were so 

ungenteel" (206). She also attacks her brother-in-law, Mr. Rich, whose dull Cit 

conversation, she says, is "sottish unmannerly language" (183). Her friends, too, mouth 

the witty repartee of the previous age; for example. Lady La Bassett scorns Mr. Rich, the 

Cit, when he makes a simile (185). Mrs. Rich even rails against Lady Landsworth: "I do 

not like her, she wont play; nay, will sit ye two hours together and speak ill of nobody; 

she is not fit for the conversatk>n of quality" (167). 

That Mrs. Rich's assumptions about well-bred conversation are outdated is made 

clear from the beginning of the play. Lady Landsworth, the witty and virtuous heroine, 

comments on Mrs. Rich and her tawdry friends that "thenr mirth is insipid, and their 

raillery abusive" (168) and that she would "friin be rid of the nauseous conversation this 

house abounds with" (167). This group of cast mistresses, jumped-up footmen, and 

foolish widows attempt to pass themselves off as "Quality" by adopting the 

conversational forms of the upper class. What they don't realize is that the age of the 

aristocracy is passe—^the Wits have deconstructed themselves—and a new land of 

conversation, the talk of gentleman Cits, is ascendant. Here, the gentleman Cit, Mr. Rich, 

wears a sword, and the wouki-be Wit, Sir John, is not masculine, like the Wits of the 

previous age, but is feminized, as Mr. Rkh describes hnn "taking snuff with a bel air. 
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patching, painting, powdering like a woman, and squeaking like an eunuch" (186). 

Clearly this Wit wears no sword. By the end of the play Mrs. Rich is converted and the 

Cits are triumphant. Having realized that witty conversation is deceptive and is not as 

powerfiil as she thought it was, Mrs. Rich says, "I do begin to find my error, and am 

mending my conversation" (221). 

The shift here, to the portrayal of witty conversation as effeminate, is an 

interesting one. In the earlier plays, a man's wit was very much tied up with his 

masculinity, whereas in the succeeding generation a man was judged by his ability to 

converse rationally. As the eighteenth century progressed, wit became the province of 

women, and thus a debased conversational form. Henry Barker wrote in a pamphlet 

published in 1700, the same year that Pix published her play, that the wits "have not 

Strength enough of Mind to support them in a rational Discourse, and want both Vivacity 

and Penetration but they please by [...] an unusual Language, call'd, the Language of the 

Beau Monde, that is to say, of certain Persons who have no other Title to be thought 

Delicate Nice, and polite, but because they are Eflfeminate" (25). This is a very different 

attitude toward wit than what came before. 

Once the rhetorical shift has begun—the shift from witty to rational 

conversation—wit begins to pay a much different role in the plays than before. In many 

of the earlier plays, such as Ravenscroft's The London Cuckolds, wit is so dominant that 

other voices are silenced, sometimes brutally, and wit wins the day at the end of the play. 

In later plays, as I have argued, the dominant language is dialogized: witty language is 

used by imposters such as Otway's Malagene, it is bastardized by criminals as in 
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Shadwell's Squire of Alsatia, it is debased when taken into the mouths of pretended 

Quality as in Fix's The Beau Defeated. This is not to say, however, that the aristocratic, 

witty conversational mode as spoken by the Wits disappears from the stage after 1690. It 

simply plays a different role than before, often shifted firom center stage to a place in a 

subplot, or allowed to shine for a brief moment before being replaced at the end of the 

play by the rational, moral conversation of the up-and-coming merchant class. 

Congreve's The Way of the World was performed in 1700, only a few weeks 

before Mary Fix's The Beau Defeated^ a play that rejects both witty conversation and the 

Wits. Yet this play is well-known as a perfect example of wit upon the stage. On the one 

hand, Congreve's play includes some very witty characters—Millamant and Mirabell are 

classic wits, and their discussion of a pre-marital contract near the end of the play is witty 

repartee at its finest. Yet at the same tune, these two characters—and the language they 

speak—are not quite as troped as what came before: there are unexpected depths of 

character, particularly in Mirabell. Yes, like all Wits, he plots and he displays a neat turn 

of phrase; as Lady Wishfort says, he has a "&lse insinuating Tongue" (399). However, 

when he is with Millamant he is subdued—^hers is the wit that shines when they are 

together. She chides him for his graveness; in a way, he seems to fear her wit, for he 

knows that witty conversation precludes seriousness, marriage-talk, rationality. He 

knows, too, that wit can lead to seduction. But he doesnt want to seduce Millamant, he 

truly loves her and wants to marry her even though, as he teUs Fainall, he knows the 

worst of her. All this is more serious than the heedless wit of the earlier plays. At the 

end of Congreve's play, though wit has been displayed in plenty, it is not wit itself that 
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wins the day, but the prudence of the middling sort and the staid language of the law, as 

Mirabell calls his witnesses, opens the box of writings, and displays his business acumen 

in having had Arabella Fainall's fortune sequestered so that Fainall cannot get his hands 

on it. The final words of the play, spoken by Mirabell, condemn falsehood and deceit— 

so often associated with wit—^and promote plain dealing: "For each Deceiver to his Cost 

may find, / That Marriage Frauds too oft are paid in kind" (406). 

Just as in Congreve's play, Farquhar's The Beaux Stratagem (1707) nudges wit 

and the Wits from center stage, relegating the plot involving witty Archer and Mrs. 

Sullen to secondary status while the romantic plot involving Aimwell and Dorinda is 

preeminent. All along, one of the hidden truths behind the Wits was the &ct that they 

were idle men who did not have to work for a living. Wit was associated with idleness 

and even luxury, in opposition to the plain speaking of the hardworking merchant class. 

However in this play, the two would-be Wits, Aimwell and Archer, describe themselves 

not as feckless aristocrats who take their self worth from tradition and an inherited title, 

but as self>made men: "Come, come, we are the men of intrinsic value who can strike our 

fortunes out of ourselves, whose worth is independent of accidents in life, or revolutions 

in government: we have heads to get money and hearts to spend it" (1,0. Aimwell's very 

name suggests his conversion from wit to plain dealmg. Meanwhile, Archer's wit may 

help Mrs. Sullen get "divorced," but at the same time it conveys a class snobbery that will 

not allow him to pursue his genuine affection for the landlord's daughter Cherry. At the 

end of the play. Archer and Mrs. Sullen go off* to dance together, but the primary pk>t 

concerns the marriage of Aimwell to his true k)ve and his accession to a title after the 
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death of his brother. This is a romance plot, a moral conclusion to the play, and it is 

supported by the language of rational conversation. In the earlier plays, the liaisons 

between wits and ladies threatened to be temporary, for those who deploy witty 

conversation for seduction can scarcely be believed when they vow constancy. The 

expectation here, however, is that Aimwell will settle down in the country with his 

country-raised bride and do his proper business as lord of a great estate. Even the Wits, it 

seems, grow up and grow virtuous after a time. 

The replacement of witty conversation with the earnest language of morality is at 

the center of Sir John Vanbrugh's The Relapse (1696). In this play, the witty lovers, 

Berinthia and Loveless, eng^e in conversation richly larded with figurative language. In 

one bit of repartee, for example, they discuss seduction using the metaphor of sickness 

and health: "Oh, Lord, let me go: Tis the Plague, and we shall all be in&cted," says 

Berinthia. "Then well dye together, my Charming Angel," Loveless responds. "To die", 

of course, at this time meant "to engage in sexual intercourse." Another Wit, Worthy, 

uses the same sort of language m attempt^ to seduce Amanda, but she resists, calling on 

"Heaven" to defend her. Interestingly, Worthy invokes the pagan "Gods" (92) in 

response and continues his assault. But Amanda proves virtuous: she resists him to the 

end, to the extent that her stead&st morality defeats his every salty of wit and Worthy is 

converted. "The Coarser Appetite of Nature's gone," he says, "and 'tis, me thinks the 

Food of Angels [ require" (93). In the end. Loveless and Berinthia's witty repartee leads 

to cynicism that k)oks rather next to the moralistic language of the virtuous Amanda. 
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Conclusion 

In The Dialogic Imagination, Mikhail Bakhtin writes that unitary languages are 

centripetal in effect, tending to act "as a force for overcoming [...] heteroglossia, 

imposing specific limits to it, guaranteeing a certain maximum of mutual understanding 

and crystallizing into a real [...] unity—^the unity of the reigning conversational 

(everyday) and literary language, 'correct language'" (270). Toward the end of the 

Restoration period, the witty conversational forms of the &ding aristocracy were 

perceived to be centrifugal in effect: damaging to society, effeminating, corrupting to 

individuals. Meanwhile, the emergent cultural hegemony of the middling sort claimed 

"correct" language for itself the unadorned, arhetoricaL, plain, moral, and reasonable 

conversation of the gentleman Cit. Bakhtin goes on to say that a unitary language—such 

as the rational conversation of the rising middle class—"gives expression to forces 

working toward concrete verbal and ideological unification and centralization which 

develop in vital connection with the process of sociopolitical and cultural centralization" 

(271). Indeed, the middling sort were consolidating themselves into a formidable 

economic, political, and social force. 

The shift in conversational style fi'om the repartee, double-entendre, scandal 

mongering and raillery of the Wits to the Cits' reasonable, egalitarian, stabilizing 

conversation had less to do with &shion than with politics and a rapid change in social 

relations. A leveling, supposed^ neutral conversational style accommodated a rising 

mercantile class and its interests in sckntific advancement and the expansion of trade. In 

1700 Richard Blackmore published a poem entitled "A Satyr Against Wit" m which he 
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draws a direct parallel between plain talk and "Empire." The poet writes that English 

"Minds [were] for Empire form'd [...] For Business bom and bred to Martial Toil" And, 

of course, the type of language meant to support these aims was the rational conversation 

of the middling sort. Meanwhile the poet blames Dryden, among others, for spreading a 

contagion of Wit throughout the country, so that "The Mob of Wits is up to storm the 

Town, / To pull all Virtue and right Reason down. / Quite to subvert Religion's sacred 

Fence, / To set up Wit, and pull down common Sense." No longer was wit the 

preeminent conversational mode; instead, in its association with idleness and corruption it 

began to seem almost treasonous, or at the very least opposed to the good of the nation. 

It is not surprising, then, that although witty conversation lingered on into the eighteenth 

century, by the time the Spectator and Tatler appeared it had lost much of its ideological 

power. For the middling sort of England, ascendant, had set its mind on Empire and so 

adopted new conversational forms that lent themselves to that pursuit. 
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Chapter Two 

The Coflfee House and the Periodical: 
From Rational-Critical Debate to Polite Conversation 

Jurgen Habennas points out in The Transformation of the Public Sphere that the 

public sphere, which is constituted by private citizens gathering together to engage in 

rational-critical debate, was seen in an early form in the cofifee houses of early 

eighteenth-centiuy England. In the cofifee houses, Habermas writes, "critical debate 

ignited by works of literature and art was soon extended to include economic and 

political disputes, without any guarantee [...] that such discussions would be 

inconsequential" (33). In other words, cofifee house conversations mattered; the debates 

of ordinary private citizens began to take on a kind of publicness, in the formation of 

public opinion, which did have an efifect on the most public sphere, that of governmental 

authority. In the late seventeenth century, the debates occurring in the coffee houses— 

often involving agitation against the Stuart monarchy—in their very publicness were seen 

to be subversive and were therefore, as I shall discuss fiirther, often attacked as a 

corrupting influence. The cofifee houses shook off some of this taint early in the 

eighteenth century, became a site which was, as Habermas writes, a legitimate center "of 

criticism—literary at first, then also political—m which began to emerge, between 

aristocratic society and l»urgeois intellectuals, a certain parity of the educated" (32). 

Likewise, the periodk:al, the literary genre equivalent to the cofifee house, became a 

widely accepted medium for the dissemination and discussion of public values. 

However, even though the shrill accusations of sedition leveled at the cofifee house in the 
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Restoration period were muted in the early eighteenth century, there began a slow 

cooptation of the coffee house and the periodical by forces that intended to domesticate 

and depoliticize the bourgeoisie. As the century progressed, what Habermas might call 

more "important" subjects, such as politics, were replaced by polite ones (33). At the 

same time, the private citizen with interests in substantive public afl^irs was superseded 

by the disinterested spectator. Debate was replaced by conversation, and the coflfee 

house by the drawing room, a supposed^ private, domestic space, as the preeminent site 

of social interaction. 

The periodicalists' concern with the conversations that occurred in the 

coffeehouse had its roots in the Restoration period. In Book III of An Essay Concerning 

Human Understanding {1690), John Locke enunciates a theory of language and describes 

a disturbing epistemological situation. When men first gathered together in societies, 

Locke says, the necessity of communicatk)n forced people to create "some external 

sensible signs"—^words—^to signify the ideas which made up his thoughts (Ill.ii.l). The 

problem is that an individual's words may be used idiosyncratically and do not always 

consistently describe the reality they are meant to signify. One man's apple may not be 

another man's apple. When complex ideas are introduced, the problem gets even stickier: 

words such as justice, liberty, and God can mean vastly different things to different 

people. As Locke puts it, "The chief end of language in communication being to be 

understood, words serve not well for that end [...] when any word does not excite in the 

hearer the same idea which it stands for in the mind of the speaker" (in.bc.4). Locke was 
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writing after the civil wars of the mid-seventeenth century, a time when this 

epistemological situation was particularly troubling and words such as king and divine 

right were being examined. John Mihon, for example, radical^ redefined the nature of 

kingship in Eikonoklastes (1649). This uncertainty had its limits, though; language is not 

contingent for Locke. He does believe in a higher Truth, and although his signifier and 

signified are estranged from each other, they can be brought closer together. The 

question of how to do so—of how to reconcile object, word, and meaning—occupied 

many Enlightenment thinkers of the eighteenth century. 

Conversation, if conducted communally in the rational, neutral, scientific 

language advocated by periodical writers such as Addison and Steele, could take away 

some of the imprecision of idiosyncratic language usage and lead participants closer to 

truth. For through a collective deployment of language, meaning and word could be 

brought closer together. The complex idea of justice^ for example, could be defined 

more accurately through the rational discussion of a group of men in a coffee house than 

within the studies of a lone, idiosyncratic scholar. Locke himself makes this point when 

he describes in Book III how scholars invent words to describe their ideas. This action is 

perfectly acceptable for Locke until the scholar attempts to take those words into society, 

where they become meaningless. Instead, one should use words that have stable, 

commonly accepted meanings which are constructed not by individuals but through the 

use of language by social groups. It is through the process of discussion, where each 

participant in the conversation fteefy ofifers his rational, unbiased opinion, that 
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and word are brought together, for any attempt to pervert meaning or to obscure it with 

flashy rhetorical techniques will be checked and balanced by the other participants. 

As Habermas points out, for Locke public opinion emerged from "the critical 

debate of the public and [was] consequently, rational" (87). Habermas makes a 

connection, then, between communally arrived at rationality and communally constructed 

opinion; he cites Jeremy Bentham on the subject as well: "Among a people who have 

been long accustomed to public assemblies, the general feeling will be raised to a higher 

tone—sound opinion will be more common—hurtilil prejudices, publicly combated, not 

by rhetoricians but by statesmen, will have less dominion [....] A habit of reasoning and 

discussion will penetrate all classes of society" (qtd in Habermas 100). For Locke and 

for many other thinkers of the English Enlightenment, authority arises out of public 

communality; it is bottom-up, not top-down, as it was felt to have been in the 

authoritarian days of the Stuart monarchy. 

Not only was rational conversation able to lead its participants to truths, but it 

allowed beings atomized by the discourse of Enlightenment individualism to put aside 

differences for a common good, the stabilization of society. For without good 

communication, social bonds break down. This danger was particularly apparent to early 

eighteenth-century English thinkers, whose country had recently suffered through its own 

Civil Wars and was entermg an age of great progress and change. Hence, many writers 

describe the social importance of good conversation. Henry Fielding, for example, writes 

in "An Essay on Conversation" (1743) that "Man is generally represented as an Animal 

formed for and delighting in Sockty" (119); the essay itself is less about how to talk with 
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others than how to interact with fellow men in a society in such a way that society 

functions smoothly. Engaging in conversation, then, becomes part of a good man's civic 

duty. 

The type of conversation advocated in the Spectator and Tatler was not 

heteroglossic in form; that is, it was not centrifugal in effect, and it intended rather to 

socialize than to disrupt. In The Dialogic Imagination, Mikhail Bakhtin makes a 

distinction between the heteroglossic, disruptive forces of language—in the early 

eighteenth century these were the rhetorical, the scandalous, and the feminine—and what 

he calls "unitary language," which is "opposed to the realities of heteroglossia" in the 

sense that it is "feh as a force for overcoming this heteroglossia, imposing specific limits 

to it, guaranteeing a certain maximum of mutual understanding and crystallizing into a 

real [...] unity—the unity of the reigning conversational (everyday) and literary language, 

'correct language'" (270). Bakhtin argues, in fiict, that a unitary language, such as the 

rational, neutral conversation modeled by the eighteenth-century periodical, intentionally 

braces itself against the disruptive forces of heteroglossia and ensures "a maximum of 

mutual understanding in all spheres of ideological life. Thus, a unitary language gives 

expression to forces working toward concrete verbal and ideological unification and 

centralization which develop in vital connection with the process of sociopolitical and 

cultural centralization" (271). So that when the force of heteroglossia in action—^the 

voice of the idiosyncratic individual—is guided (by, say, the periodical or conduct 

manna I) to speak for social purposes, it comes to serve unitary forces in language. In 

addition, when all can speak together as equals for common social purposes, the 
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differences between the Restoration categories of Cit and Wit—or merchant class and 

noble class—^are elided and trade can operate more smoothly, so that unitary language 

serves not only to centralize society and culture, but to foster economic expansion as 

well. 

The writers and speakers of the eighteenth century were aware that language was 

dangerous, that individual heteroglossia had the ability to disrupt the operations of 

society. Driven by the exigencies of sociability—the necessity of being understood 

despite the vagaries of language and epistemological uncertainty—and aware of the 

existence of competing forces of language, periodical writers claimed for themselves the 

supposedly neutral discourse of reason and science, making conversation a social, 

centripetal, uniting force. It is worth noting, though, that the unitary language, in this 

instance, was associated both with masculine traits of rationality and with masculine sites 

of conversation, including the cofifee house. The forces of language which opposed this 

unitary language included not only the supposedly hierarchical and exclusive rhetoric of 

the previous age, but female conversatH>n, which, particularly early in the century, as I 

shall discuss further in chapter three, was often characterized as scandalous and 

subversive. 

As the eighteenth century progressed and the ideological power of the bourgeoisie 

became consolidated, the masculine space of the cofifee house was depoliticized, a 

transition I shall describe at greater length in this chapter. As Habermas asserts, the 

formation of the public sphere began in the coffee house, but the rational-critical debate 

which constitutes the public sphere was not sustained as the "ofScial language," the 
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preeminent mode of social intercourse. Instead, the zealous, politically active speaker of 

the cofifee house was replaced by the disinterested spectator, the tasteful, apolitical being 

described by Adam Smith and modeled by Addison and Steele in their periodicals. The 

"oflBcial language" became more and more polite, the language of a feminized civil 

society of spectators rather than the language of the civic humanism of active men. 

Nancy Armstrong argues persuasively in Desire and Domestic Fiction that the 

depoliticization of the middle class is contingent on its feminization. Linked to this 

project, moreover, is the depoliticization and feminization of conversation and the 

association of conversation with leisure and art and with feminine spaces such as the 

drawing room. 

The Coffee House 

During the Restoration and early eighteenth centuries, the cofifee house was where 

men from all walks of life gathered to sit by a fire, smoke, drink coffee and inhale its 

fimies, read the newspaper, and, most of alL, to talk. Unlike the drawing room of the day, 

which was coldly formal and governed by strict rules of decorum, the cofifee house was a 

lively place. MaiQr periodicals point out that in coffee house conversation, 

complaisance—that is, the ability to get along with everyone—and not politeness is the 

most important characteristic of a conversationalist. Politeness was associated with 

ceremony and hierarchy and thus antithetical to the equality assumed by coffee house 

conversationalists. A London coffee house such as White's or St. James's consisted of 

long tables and benches and a hearth surrounded by chairs. Waiters brought coffee in 
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handleless cups to their patrons, offered pipes and newspapers, and even took part ni the 

conversations when the opportunity presented itself. Along with politics, business was 

discussed in the cofifee houses: the insurance firm Lloyds of London, for example, first 

operated out of Edward Lloyd's Thames-side cofifee house, and a fi^quently-used 

metaphor for conversation was "commerce." 

Indeed, the reality of the cofifee house was not as benign as the periodicalists 

would suggest. Indeed, by reading between the lines of the periodical writers' discussions 

of conversation, one can see that alongside the forces that would make rational 

conversation into what Bakhtin would call an "official language," there existed 

disruptive, centrifugal forces. In the cofifee house, people got angry, spoke with zeaL, 

engaged in potentially subversive conversations and political discussions. A common 

practice was "buttonholing," where one zealous speaker would grasp the waistcoat button 

of his interlocuter so as not to lose his attention; according to the Guardian, "In the 

Cofifee-houses here about the Temple you may Harangue even among our Dablers in 

Politicks for about two Buttons a day" (306). Even in the periodical itself^ disruptive 

currents existed alongside the powerful voices calling for the centralization of the 

language. Steele was a target of satirists such as John Lacy, who in Steeleids (1714), a 

poem, charges that Steele's writings are too political, that he sides too often with "the 

Ministry" (11) and writes words "in Sound Sublime, but Low in Truth, / Such as too oft. 

Seduce our British Youth: / In Faction's Cause, his loud, unwear/d Tongue / BawI'd out 

a large Impertinent Harangue" (48). 
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That the cofifee houses and their conversationalists were politically threatening is 

fiurther demonstrated by the number of anti-coffee house publications and even 

legislation. For one thing, the co^e houses were associated with the Civil Wars and free 

thinking. A very mfld satire. The Character of a Coffee-house (1665), asserts that: 

It reason seems that liberty 
Of speech and words should be allow'd 
Wh^ men of differing judgements croud. 
And that's a Coffee-house, for where 
Should men discourse so free as there? 
Coffee and Commonwealth begin 
Both with one letter. Both came in 
Together for a Reformation, 
To make's a free and sober Nation. (6) 

Partly because of this association with free discourse—particularly anti-monarchal 

discussions—^the coffee houses of London were made illegal early in the Restoration 

period. A much more virulent attack on the coffee house came from The Character of a 

Coffee-House, with the Symptomes of a Town-Wit (1673), which characterizes the 

political conversations that occurred in the coffee house as sedition: "A Coffee-House is a 

Phanatique Theatre, a Hot-House to flux in for a clapt understandii^, a Sympathetica! 

Cure for the Gonorrhea of the Tongue, or a refin'd Baudy-House, where Illegitimate 

Reports are got in close Adultery between Lyii^ lips and Itching ears" (6). 

Another characteristic of the coffee house was that its inhabitants had a tendency 

to ignore social distinctions, allowing class mixing to a degree rarely seen before. As 

Habermas notes, ''The coffee house not merely made access to the relevant circles less 

formal and easier; it embraced the wider strata of the middle class, including craftsmen 

and shopkeepers" (33). As noted in The Character of a Coffee-house^ ceremonrous 
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politeness—that is, deferring to one's betters—^was not an important component of coffee 

house conversation: "Now being enter'd, there's no needing, / Of complements or gentile 

[i.e. genteel] breeding, / For you may seat you any where, / There's no respect of persons 

there" (2). Or, as the later, more virulent pamphlet puts it, "As you have a hodge-podge 

of Drinks, such too is your Company, for each man seems a Leveller, and ranks and files 

himself as he lists, without regard to degrees or order; so that oft you may see a silly Fop, 

and a worshipful Justice, a griping Rook, and a grave Citizen, a worthy Lawyer, and an 

errant Pickpocket, a Reverend Nonconformist, and a Canting Mountebank; all blended 

together, to compose an Oglio of Impertinence" (3). That new ideas about individuals 

were arising was surely threatening to some. If a man's worth is based not on his "gentile 

breeding" but on his abilities, those with traditional ties to power might feel very 

threatened indeed. 

The rule of coffee house conversation was not politeness but that social 

distinctions between various members of the circle were to be elided for the duration of 

the conversation. A superior was not permitted to cast aspersions upon his inferior, and 

those of compatible social class were not permitted to ostracize others. As Steele writes 

in Tatler # 45 (1710), traits such as "[IJeaming, wit, gallantry, and good breeding are all 

but subordinate qualities in society, and are of no value, but as they are subservient to 

benevolence, and tend to a certain manner of being or appearing equal to the rest of the 

company; for conversation is composed of an assembly of men, as they are men, and not 

as they are distinguished by fortune" (I- 191). The intent of such equality was that a 

more cohesive community was created, for kleally no single converser should feel 
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obliged to defer to another and all participants should feel free to add their knowledge to 

the communal store. 

The Periodical 

As the rule of aristocratic wit was ending, it was slowly replaced as the 

preeminent mode of social interaction by the conversation of rational men, of the sort that 

was modeled by the periodicals, particularly Joseph Addison and Richard Steele's 

Spectator and Tatler. These periodicals intended to serve as a literary counterpart to 

actual conversation: as John Gay writes in The Present State of Wit (1711), the Spectator 

provided a "constant Topick for our Morning Conversation at Tea-Tables and Coflfee-

houses" (6). The cofifee house, in particular, was proposed by the periodicals as a model 

conversational site where good-natured men could meet to engage in rational discussions 

and community building; their conversation, ideally, was rational, good-natured, 

judicious, and it disseminated the values of civic humanism. At the same time, the 

subversive potential of the cofifee house was downplayed and the impolite speakers of 

that site chastised publicly in the periodicals. 

Not onlty did the Spectator and Tatler provide "topicks" for conversation, they 

also modeled conversation for their readers. In this way, the periodical and the coffee 

house replaced the royal Court of the previous era as the conversational model to be 

emulated. Many issues of the Tatler are dated from Will's, the Grecian, or St. James's 

and begin with a description of the topKS of conversation among the denizens of those 

cofifee houses. Steele datelines Tatler #90 (1710) from Will's, noting that "the passion of 
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love happened to be the subject of discourse between two or three of us at the table of the 

poets this evening" (II: 281) He goes on to offer an abstract of each speaker's opinion of 

the subject, along with some direct quotations, effectively modeling conversation for his 

readers. The expectation seemed to be that polite subjects, such as "tragical passion" (I; 

385), "writing to women" (I: 250), and "the propriety of words and thoughts" (II: 92), 

would be taken up by the essays' readers much as they were discussed at coffee houses 

and at tea tables all over England. 

The authors create the illusion, too, that the periodical essay form itself is 

conversational: Steele, referring to his own work in the Tatler, notes that "we writers of 

diumals are nearer in our style to that of common talk than any other writers" (IV: 56). 

Using this "common talk," the authors enacted a conversational relationship with their 

readers through a seemingly dialogic form of correspondence. As Habermas notes, "The 

periodical articles were not only made the object of discussion by the public of the coffee 

houses but were viewed as integral parts of this discussion; this was demonstrated by the 

flood of letters from which the editor each week published a selection" (42). Often the 

author would give up his own speaking role and publish instead letters from both male 

and female correspondents. As Stephen Copley notes in "Commerce, Conversation, and 

Politeness in the Early Eighteenth-Century Periodical," the periodical seemed to oflfer 

women the opportunity to engage in public conversation with men without compromising 

the rules of decorum (73). Genteel women could not actualfy visit the coffee house, a 

masculine domain, but they could benefit from its conversation by reading its literary 

counterpart, the periodicaL Although the correspondents, both male and female, may 
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have been, in many cases, products of the authors' imaginations, the efifect was to give the 

reading audience the sense that they were part of a very wide conversational circle, a 

prototype of the public sphere, all sharing the same concerns, discussing the same 

"topicks," and adopting the same forms of discourse. 

Early in the period, in order to speak with authority, the Spectator and Tatler look 

back to classical, republican models of society and citizenship and thus seem to advocate 

the kind of civic humanism described by J.G.A. Pocock in The Machiavellian Moment, 

which is diametrical^ opposed to civil detachment. It is precisely in this engagement 

that the speakers of the cofifee house and the readers of the earlier periodicals constitute 

in themselves a public sphere. In then* emphasis on the collective benefits derived from 

the rules of equality to be followed in conversation, the periodicaiists adopt a civic 

humanist definition of "virtue," which, according to that tradition, is developed by 

identifying one's particular good with the general or universal good (Pocock, "Civic 

Humanism" 91). So that, by efi&cing social status and conversing not to gratify the self 

but to improve the company, the individual develops his own virtue, which, in turn, is 

thought to lead to the improvement of society as a whole and a more just republic. 

Likewise, the Spectator and Tatler, particularly in the writings of Addison, display civic 

humanist expectations about how men should participate in public af&irs. Conversation 

plays a key role in that participation because a man has a civic duty to engage in rational, 

publk; debate. According to these expectations, then, the citizen is public-spirited, well-

educated, rational, a good conversatk)nalist, and male. 
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At the same time, however, even while these republican virtues were valued, 

Fngland was not, in &ct, a polls. It was not inhabited by citizens, but by British subjects, 

very few of whom had the power to vote. In addition, ordinary Ei^lishmen—those not 

engaged in a specifically political career—as Pocock points out, were not engaged in a 

vita activa in the classical sense—in short, there was no trufy "communal climate where 

men were indeed called to assemble and make decisions" {Machiavellian Moment 335). 

In &ct, the discourse of civic humanism was adopted by the periodicalists for another 

purpose at odds with classical republicanism. The discourse of civic humanism, which 

advocated equality among speakers, was twisted in such a way that it could be used to 

elide the social differences between aristocratic and trading classes so that commerce 

could be effected more efficiently and thus more profitably. Thus conversation was not 

in &ct in the service of republican ideals, existing to create better citizens and a more just 

republic, but rather served to create a more stable society m which commerce and trade 

could flourish. In turn, the potential of civic humanist conversation to foster collective, 

political action was not realized; instead, it tended to produce solidarity and consensus 

among the wealthy classes and stability within a classed sockty. 

Yet the discourse of civic humanism, despite its warped intentions, was still being 

promulgated and enjoyed a certain lingering currency, so that men adhered to republican 

ideals even while practicing contradictory social virtues which led to greater individual 

prosperity. The implications of this kind of neoclassical nostalgia were particularly 

serk)us for woroeiL According to the civic humanist tradition, the male conversational 

ideal was ratk>nal and learned, and a man fiilfiDed his civk duty by participation in 
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substantive conversations. Meanwhile, women, according to this schema, had no voice 

with which to speak in public, as their proper place was in the domestic sphere. In the 

Spectator #57 (1711), Addison takes a stand for the kind of civic conversation that 

excludes women, justiiying the resulting division of conversational topics and spaces 

through an allusion to Homer's Iliad: "When the wife of Hector, in Homer's Iliads, 

discourses with her Husband about the Battel in which he was going to engage, the Hero, 

desiring her to leave that Matter to his Care, bids her to go to her Maids and mind her 

Spinning. By which the Poet intimates, that Men and Women ought to busie themselves 

in their proper Spheres, and on such Matters only as are suitable to their respective Sex" 

(I; 241). Clearly, the woman's "proper Sphere" is a domestic space confined to 

interaction with other women and household duties, while men, apart, talk over more 

serious subjects, such as "Battel." 

However, alongside the masculinist, republican discourse, the periodicals 

increasingly embraced the seemingly contradictory—and increasingly feminized— 

discourse of polite disinterestedness. Many scholars have written about the role played 

by early periodicals in the formation and consolidation of polite, civil society. Thomas P. 

Miller, for example, in The Formation of College English, describes how the Spectator 

"silently and dispassionately viewed urban society as a theater of human nature where 

one can observe firom a critical distance how people converse in the street, how the sexes 

communKate their desires with veiled gestures, and how individuals with taste exercise 

selfcontrol to preserve a sense of decorum" (SO). In this "critical distance," Miller 

maintains, politeness is manifested and socm^ is made civiL The polite man is 
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disinterested and his conversation is arhetoricaU in the sense that it does not take on 

subjects that have a bearing on real, material conditions, or on political life. In other 

words, conversation was becoming distinct from rational-critical debate. A polite man 

never conversed with zeal upon any subject, for to be zealous was to "buttonhole" 

someone, or impolitely to force one's personal opinions on an unwilling audience. Miller 

examines carefully the social implications of a dismterested, arhetorical conversational 

stance, finding that the Spectator served to "divert public attention from politics to 

politeness in a time of social unrest," moving both conversation and the genre of the 

essay "out of the domain of popular politics [making] it a means to teach readers to be 

silent and leam the virtues of self-improvement" (S3). Conversation, then, as carried out 

by a disinterested spectator, served a conservative political agenda: polite and innocuous, 

it was "sflent" in the sense that what was said dkl not make a substantive difference in the 

real world. In short, there was a gesture toward the formation of a true public sphere in 

the discussions of the coflfee house and the early periodicals. But at the same time, as the 

eighteenth century progressed, the preeminent mode of social interaction was not the 

rational-critical debate characteristic of the public sphere, but the polite conversation of a 

feminized, politically disinterested civfl society. 

Adam Potkay, m feet, in The Fate of Eloquence in the Age of Hume, correctly 

argues that "politeness, both as a style of social behavior and as well-behaved writing, is 

inculcated [...] through essays periodic and collected," and includes the Spectator and 

Tatler as examples (IS). Potkay goes on to show that durmg the early-to-mid-eighteenth 

century, classkal notions of eloquence—an kieal accordmg to which speaking is public 
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and substantive—were being replaced by a polite ideal, a shift from the civic to the civil, 

from the public to the private. Peter France, in Politeness and Its Discontents, agrees 

with Potka/s assessment of the early periodicals; "What Addison and Steele offered their 

readers [...] was a new model of polite conversation, not the frivolous or immoral 

conversation of courts, but a proper blend of seriousness and ease, Christianity and 

worldliness" (76). Indeed, as Miller, Potkay, and France, among others, have pointed 

out, these early periodicals disseminated models of polite behavior, writing, and 

conversation and played a significant role in the articulation and consolidation of the 

values and social practices of an emerging civil society. Moreover, the discourse of 

civility as represented in the Spectator and Tatler served a politically conservative 

purpose. For civil discourse tends to remove people from the public and political process 

by discouraging the kinds of substantive conversations—political debates, discussions of 

popular values, and so on—that can lead to decisions and practical action (Miller 7). 

Instead of constituting itself as a public sphere, then, the periodical spent a good 

deal of time teaching its readers how to be polite conversationalists by offering their 

readers rules which emphasize the social nature of conversation. Steele's Nestor Ironsides 

of Guardian # 24 offers a long list of rules for conversation, dictating, for example, that 

interlocutors should speak "always with a Design either to divert or inform the Company" 

and should "talk extremely little of our selves" (111-12). Here conversation is always 

oriented toward a company of listeners; theff improvement and happiness is paramount, 

and the individual's enjoyment is contmgent on the company's pleasure. As Steele writes 

later in Tatler #264 (1711), "I woukl establish but one general rule to be observed in all 
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conversatioo, which is this, "that men should not talk to please themselves, but those that 

hear them'" (rV:344). 

Those who violate these conversational rules are offered up as targets of 

corrective satire. One such negative type is described in the World #51 (1757): 

"Damoetas" is a poor conversationalist, selfish because he is oblivious of his auditors' 

needs, introducing incongruous subjects in order to appear knowledgeable: 

Damoetas ever is afiraid 
Lest merchants should discourse on trade: 
And yet of commerce will enquire 
When drinking with a country squire. 
Of ladies he will ask how soon 
They think count Saxe can take a town. 
Or whether France or Spain will treat. 
But if the brigadier he meet. 
He questions Him about the sum 
He won or lost at last night's drum. (307) 

Similar to Damoetas is the Toiler's "Tom Mercet," a wouki-be wit who "means no man 

ill, but does ill to every body" because he uses his wit not "to the advantage of society," 

but for his own gratification. His attempts at wit are at the expense of others: "His 

ambition is to be witty; and to carry on that design he breaks through all things that other 

people hold sacred" (IV: 125). Yet another negative conversational type from the Tatler 

is the "Clown" (rustic) who "is conscious of his want of education, and with an awkward 

bluntness, hopes to keep himself in countenance overthrowing the use of all polite 

behaviour" (TV: 245). These types all have in common that they see themselves not as 

parts of a larger social whole but as selfcentered mdividuals. Their talk is not true 

conversation, for it serves themselves onfy; it is monologue rather than dialogue, selfish 

rather than social. 
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The negative conversational type most often serving as the target of satirical ire 

throughout the century is the "Pedant." His learning should be put to the use of the 

company, but instead he seeks to gratify only himself through either monopolizing the 

conversation or remaining in studious isolation from it. The first type of pedant, as 

described by Johnson in Rambler #173 (1752), is he who displays "the unseasonable 

ostentation of learning" and who, "when he has made himself master of some abstruse 

and uncultivated part of knowledge, obtrudes his remarks and discoveries upon those 

whom he believes unable to judge his proficiency." This behavior is a "ftiflure of 

politeness" and a demonstration of "contempt [for] the convenience of society, and the 

laws of conversation" (70). The second type of pedant is more to be pitied: an otherwise 

rational man who, after prolonged and isolated study, has forgotten how to converse and 

likewise how to interact with his fellow men. Johnson ofifers a rather sympathetic portrait 

of such a pedant in Rambler #157 (1752), describing in the first person a young scholar 

who, in a conversational circle, sat with "eyes fixed upon the ground. To the questions of 

curiosity, or the appeals of conq)laisance, I could seldom answer but with negative 

monosyllables, or professions of ignorance; for the subjects upon which they conversed 

were such as are seldom discussed in books, and were therefore out of my range of 

knowledge." An old clergyman tries to brmg the young scholar into the social circle by 

mentioning "Newtonian philosophy," but the company soon tires of the subject, leaving 

the pedant to his "former insignificance and perplexity." Later, the pedant tries to join the 

ladies at the tea table but sits silent, vainty trymg to think of something witty to say, then 

drops his teacup on the floor and flees in confusion (258). 
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One can perceive Enlightenment modes of thought at work in these periodicalists' 

compulsive categorization of conversational types and their formulation of conversational 

rules; as Addison writes in Tatler #153 (1711), his purpose is to describe "the several 

conversable parts of mankind in this great city, [that they] might be cast into proper 

characters and divisions" (III: 206). Once all conversational modes and types are labeled 

and categorized, their place in the workl can be assigned, errors can be more easily 

corrected, and society can operate more smoothly and politely. The reader, as Addison 

advises, is expected to "make a narrow search into his life and conversation, and, upon 

his leaving any company, to examine himself seriously [...] and accordingly endeavor to 

mend his [conversation] for the future" (III: 210) Indeed, one of the major projects of 

early- and mid-eighteenth-century periodicals was to mend society by encoding and 

dissemuiating a discourse of politeness which valued conversation precisely for its 

socializing function. Polite conversation was judged according to the extent to which it 

helped unite individuals atomized by the discourse of Enlightenment individualism, thus 

making society more stable. 

The Feminization of Conversation 

Yet, even while periodicalists and conduct manual writers sought to have 

conversation serve as a unifying force, functioning as social glue and eliding individual 

differences and opinions for the purpose of serving the general good, there remained 

some deep divisions in conversational practices and in sites of conversation. In order for 

conversation to serve its social purpose, those divisions and their centrifugalizing 
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tendencies had to be reconciled. For even as the periodicals disseminated a 

conversational ideal that was polite and apolitical while valuing women for their 

spectatorial disinterestedness, they, at the same time, promoted the kind of rational-

critical debate associated with citizenship and civic duty from which women were 

systematically excluded. Although the discourse of civic humanism was part of an older, 

more established tradition with ties to Whiggism and the Good Old Cause of a more 

radical republicanism, it was slowfy displaced over the course of the long eighteenth 

century by the discourse of polite civility, which more effectively served England's 

emergent capitalism. For spectators were also consumers, conversing about tasteful 

acquisitions rather than subjects potentially disruptive to economic stability, subjects 

such as politics and trade. Yet these competing discourses—civil conversation versus 

civic debate—were still masculinist in the sense that, at first, neither offered women an 

opportunity to speak. Where the discourse of civil conversation tended to exalt women 

for their polite, spectatorial stance and their domestic virtue, the soon-to-be-outmoded 

discourse of civic participation was allied with antifeminist discourse, in that it tended 

either to excise women or to demonize them. According to the republican or Athenian 

models to which the periodicals referred, women's place was only in the private sphere of 

the home. Women were not citbEens and dkl not have a voice m public conversation—or 

if they did, they disrupted the stability of the polis by leaving their proper place. Thus, 

Adam Potkay writes, "Why should any woman [...] desire, even half-heartedfy, a return 

to the rigidly sexist communitarian assumptions of Demosthenes' Athens?" (8). Yet 

women were conversing, both m speech and writ^, in public in eighteenth-century 
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F.ngland, which activity in turn generated a great deal of anxiety among neoclassic 

thinkers. Thus, when women were considered at all by this tradition of thought, they 

were condemned; female modes of conversation were represented as and perceived to be 

a source of corruption which could threaten the stability of the polls. 

In other words, men's sites and modes were central, normalizing, and rational 

which meant women were made other, a potentially disruptive, antisocial force. As 

conversation's preeminence as a social practice grew during the eighteenth century, 

however, women shifted along a trajectory from a marginalized position as other, a 

source of vice and corruption, to the center of social stability and domestic virtue. The 

antifeminist discourse prevalent in the seventeenth century was slowly displaced by a 

discourse of politeness which valorized women's conversable nature instead of Hamning 

their loquacity. Likewise, women's conversational sites and modes, previously valued 

below men's, become valorized, allowing women by the end of the century a certain 

amount of authority over accepted modes of social interaction and conversational spaces. 

In the early eighteenth century, civil discourse began to be particularly associated 

with women. For women of the middle and upper classes were the perfect disinterested 

spectators; observers, arbiters of good taste, consumers of art and literature. They were 

ensconced in their domestic spaces. The domestic drawing room was originally a 

"withdrawing room" (OED) a place withdrawn from the world, for women of certain 

ranks were not supposed to mteract with the world; instead, individuals of taste came to 

them. Rather than actively speaking in public on substantive issues, women were 

characterized as withdrawing into even more private spaces to read novels, a relative^ 
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passive undertaking. Even the periodicals they read served to keep them at home rather 

than requiring them to mix with men in the more public conversational space of the 

cofifee house. Steele's Jenny Distaff writes (1710) that, "if our sex had the liberty of 

frequenting publick-houses and conversations," they would take on in person certain 

disseminators of antifeminist discourse. This is not an option, of course. Yet, Jenny 

says, thanks to the periodical, "we shall soon have the pleasure of being acquainted with 

them one way or another; for my brother Isaac designs, for the use of our sex, to give, the 

exact characters of all the chief politicians who frequent any of the cofifee-houses from 

St. James's to the Exchange" (I; 92). Here, women's contact with the world is mediated 

by men: Jenny will never actually engage in &ce-to-&ce conversation with her 

detractors. And women are even further removed from public conversation in that Jenny 

Distaff herself is a male construct. According to that construct, women were the perf^t 

disinterested spectator: passive, apolitical, withdrawn from the world, willing, like 

Milton's Eve, to let men mediate their conversations in public. 

As politeness, passivity, and conversableness became associated with women, 

middle-class domestic space became more polite: within the ^milial home, women 

became the source of politeness and domestic harmony. Likewise, the male began to be 

feminized, to be brought into that domestk sphere through conversation with his wife and 

children. The historkal moment where women began to move from outsider to domestic 

angel is marked in Tatler #95 (1711), in which Steele describes a visit with an old friend 

and his frunify. After dinner, the two men segregate themselves for some serious 

conversatk>n, but soon the host's young child enters, foDowed by the wife, whose 
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conversation is welcomed to the degree that, contrary to usual social practice, she is 

invited to sit down and join the men as they converse. Through politeness and 

domesticity, the discourses dividing men and women could be reconcfled and women's 

place in the world made secure, so that they would no longer act as a centrifugal force, 

but a centripetal one, uniting society and &mily in the polite domestic sphere. 

Meanwhile the cofifee house, which at the beginnuig of the century was the locus 

of rational, masculine conversation, began to be condemned by polite writers. The 

conversations of cofifee houses were too political, not sufBciently polite, they 

complained. In the conduct manual The Conversation of Gentlemen Considered (1738), 

three polite gentlemen criticize coffee bouse denizens because they talk about politics 

instead of tasteful, polite subjects; "While you are talking of quite different things, 

suppose of Homer and Virgil" they complam, the cofifee house converser "thrusts in the 

Church, and the State [...]. Then comes Liberty and Property, Constitutions and 

Prerogative, Trade and Commerce [...] and then you are set to be stunned" (163-64). 

Likewise, in E. Lloyd's Conversation. A Poem (1767) the author complains about the 

jumble of subjects discussed in coffee-house conversations, as well as their incoherent 

political talk or "Anti-pro-ish-fVater-laru/ish StufT (26). In the Restoration period, the 

coffee houses were condemned because they were sites where politically subversive 

debates occurred; later anti-cofifee house publicatH>ns focus, instead, not on its political 

nature but on the impoliteness of its conversations. The masculine cofifee house lost its 

normative power and ultimately its modes of social mteraction, including rational-critical 
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debate, which was active and political, were not considered to be appropriate for the 

polite, feminine drawing room. 

Conclusion 

The writers and thinkers of the Enlightenment were highly aware of what Mikhail 

Bakhtin calls "competing forces of language," and of the necessity of promoting one, 

unitary language with the power to unite culture, economics, and society—and the 

sexes—against the disruptive powers of hierarchic rhetork;, individual egotism, and 

subversive or scandalous talk. Hence, the early eighteenth century saw the rise of the 

rational, scientific language which appeared not only in conversation, but in the 

periodical essay as well, and which was supposed to be inclusive of all who wished to 

participate. Likewise, in England, the people "understood the public spirit as an authority 

that could compel lawmakers to legitimize themselves" (Habermas 96). The beginning 

of the eighteenth century marks the beginning of the process in which private people 

joined together as equals to discuss issues of public importance; as the century 

progresses, these discussions evolved into public opinion which, as Habermas asserts, 

becomes the entity to which legislative bodies must answer. 

However, the rational-critical debate of civic humanism and the public sphere did 

not provkie women an opportunity to speak; at the same time, the muidle class became 

more comfortable with its ideological power and so became less interested in political 

activism. As a result, polite conversation—more inclusive of women and distanced from 

activism, and more clearly the talk of the disinterested spectator—replaced rational-
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critical debate / rational conversation as the preeminent mode of social interaction in the 

eighteenth century. Much of its impetus toward public relevance was defused by being 

diffused into the drawing room, which did not constitute itself as a public sphere in the 

sense Habermas means. Yes the speakers of the drawing room were private people 

meeting in semi-public spaces. As I shall discuss further in chapter three, they did not, 

however, discuss public or substantive issues. As the century passed, the coffeehouse 

became more marginalized, and the drawing room emerged as the preeminent site of 

social interaction; basically, the people were taking themselves out of the realm of the 

public, signing their authority over to the few willing to take on a role in public affairs. 

Likewise, where the coffee house conversers made literature and literary criticism into an 

important part of their discussions, having weight in the real world, in the drawing room 

literature was important because it gave opportunities for conversationlists to display 

their taste and therefore their right to be considered members of the new, bourgeois ruling 

class. In their drawing rooms, literature was consumed, but it increasing^ came not to 

"matter" in a public sense. In the same way, rational-critical debate, which had meaning 

in the public world, was replaced by polite conversation, which was, more than ever 

before, an apolitical leisure activity (Habermas 160). 
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Chapter Three 

Women's Conversation and the Polite Drawing Room 

As the rule of aristocratic wit was ending, it was slowfy replaced as the 

preeminent conversational mode by the conversation of rational men, of the sort that was 

modeled by the periodicals, particularly Addison and Steele's Spectator and Tatler. As I 

argued in chapter two, the cofiee house, in particular, was proposed by the periodicals as 

a model conversational site in which benevolent men could meet to engage in rational 

discussions and community building; their conversatkm, ideally, was rational, good-

natured, judicious, and it disseminated the values of the rising bourgeoisie. This move 

toward engagement in rational-critical debate was significant, as Habermas points out in 

The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, because when men met in sites such 

as the cofifee house, their collective discussions engendered a public sphere. 

In order for the ideological power of the growing middle class to resonate in all 

areas of English life, however, something had to be done about women. Traditionally 

excluded firom public and masculine conversational sites, such as the co&e house, and 

from masculine subjects of debate, such as politics and business, women were a 

potentially disruptive problem that had to be solved. Women were perceived as being 

naturally more talkative than men and also more likefy to engage in scandal mongering 

and other corrupting feminine modes of conversation. Hence one objective of those 

writing about conversatk>n, particular^ writers partk:ipatmg in a masculinist project to 

contain the potential dangers that women presented, was to make the talkative, licentious, 

demonized woman-as-other into the polite, virtuous, conversable lady and likewise to 
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njake her conversational sites—^the tea table and the domestic drawing room—into 

sources of polite conversation rather than socially threatening scandal or fiivolous gossip. 

The alternative—to exclude women from mixed conversation—^was not only to allow 

women's conversation to exist as a disruptive force outside accepted boundaries but to 

allow their conversational sites to remain unregulated. The solution to the problem was 

politeness. As the century progressed, the periodicals came more and more to advocate 

stability and politeness rather than the values of civic duty, for the former values served 

to increase the power of the bourgeois ideolo^ over a lingering aristocratic ideology and 

allowed women first to participate as equals to men in conversation and later to preside 

over the sites aiKl content of conversation itself. 

During the Restoration and early eighteenth centuries, periodicalists and conduct 

manual writers in the masculinist tradition felt a great deal of uneasiness about the 

influence of female conversation—it was sexualty and intellectually corrupting, and it 

had the power to feminize men and to contaminate masculine conversation. As a result, 

women and men were segregated according to gender in both the topics appropriate for 

and spaces reserved for conversation. Yet as the eighteenth century progressed, woman's 

supposed^ "natural" talkativeness became co-opted, and her conversation was no longer 

perceived as a sink of corruption but as a source of virtue—she became conversable, a 

socializing force who presided over the building of a society that found its moral center 

in the feminine domestic space of the drawing room and in the moral, polite, and 

apolitical conversations that occurred there. In the late Restoration period, the author of a 

conduct manual might advise a young man to strive to live a hoty life through 
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conversation with men, "for to hear the Discourse of Religious Men delights us, and their 

company is most beneficial" (Friendly Letter [1699] A4). Likewise, even in the mid-

eighteenth century, in The Conversation of Gentlemen Considered (1738), the young 

man, "Critomachus," is initiated into polite conversation by two London gentlemen and 

concludes that "the Change you have wrought in me with regards to Style [has] made me 

not so averse, as formerly I was, from thmking nice Rules are requisite in Conversation, 

and Style" (73). But by the end of the century, these assumptions about men as the 

appropriate tutors in conversation and society had changed. 

It is productive to examine representations of masculine and feminine 

conversation in early periodicals and conduct manuals, because these representations 

participated in the process of gender formation which was, in the early eighteenth 

century, in a critical phase. During the seventeenth century, as Mary Poovey, among 

others, has argued, women were represented and perceived as a demonized other. But 

during the course of the long eighteenth century, despite the lingering traces of 

antifeminist discourse, early periodicals and conduct manuals re-formed conceptions of 

gender so that woman as a corrupting force who can be heard only when a man 

ventriloquizes her voice, becomes, by the nineteenth century, a speaker and subject in her 

own right, the angel in the house, the arbiter of good taste, and the judge of polite 

conversation. Nancy Armstrong, in Desire and Domestic Fiction, argues persuasively 

that this shift has political implkations, that the discourse of the growing middle class, 

through its associations with female virtue and passive politeness, depoliticized the 

middle class and thus made it unthreatening to the residual aristocracy. Indeed, gendered 
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bodies are easier to control For example, if polite discourse dictates that females are 

naturally more mild and amiable than men, then women who speak angrily in public 

about, say, the plight of women, can be dismissed as "unnatural" and "unfeminine." Both 

Armstrong and Poovey delineate this shift from demonized other to domesticated angel, 

with all of its implications for political praxis and gender formation, in conduct manuals 

and the novel. I have also found that it is represented in feminine conversational 

practices, in assumptions about women's participation in conversation with men, and in 

distinctions made between masculine and feminine modes of conversation. 

Women's topics and modes of conversation were perceived to be different from 

men's: weQ into the eighteenth century, the domestic drawing room and the tea table— 

the female conversational domain—were characterized in Dr. Johnson's Rambler 

(1751) as places of "little oaths, polite dissimulation, tea-table scandal, delightful 

indolence, the glitter of finery, the triumph of precedence, [and] the enchantments of 

flattery" (22). Women were portrayed as naturally talkative and hence prone to engage in 

insubstantial chatter; if uncontrolled, their sites and subjects for conversation provoked 

anxiety in many writers and thinkers. In short, according to the neoclassic tradition as it 

appears in the early modem periodical as well as in early conduct manuals, women either 

conversed about scandal and &shk>n or about insubstantial, yet corrupting, subjects; the 

tea table was not a site of rational-critical debate as was the cofifee house. This division 

of conversational spaces according to gender is often addressed by the periodical writers 

of the early eighteenth century. E)elarivier Manl^r in Female Toiler #3 (1709) laments 
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the division and notes that in France men and women are allowed to mix in conversation. 

As a result French women have a good knowledge of the world, whereas in England, 

"English ladies, the moment they rise from dinner are pack'd off to their tea tables, where 

they spend half their live's [sic] time in talking of &ns and tea-cups, sugar-tongs, salt 

shovels and gloves made up in walnut shells" (S). Another writer laments in The World 

(1757) that society is injured "by our unnatural exclusion of the softer sex from every 

conversation either serious or instructive" (74). 

One reason for the uneasiness about the mixing of men and women in 

conversation and its resulting division between men and women and their conversational 

spaces and topics is that the civic humanist tradition had no way of accommodating the 

female voice except within the domestic sphore. Many neoclassic writers were wary of 

the discourse of polite civility because it gave women authority over conversation in a 

liminal space, the drawing room. Thus, when a man conversed with women, something 

bad happened—he entered a feminine space, adapted his conversation to feminine 

requirements, and, it was feared, was consequently feminized. At the same time, his 

conversation was depoliticized; his words no longer contributed to the development of a 

public sphere. This anxiety about the feminizing power of polite conversation is 

manifested in the ways the periodicals aiKl conduct manuals talk about gender and 

conversatk>n. In Spectator #57 (1711), Addison frets about a young man who has spent a 

lot of time among women and who "can make a caudle or a sack posset better than any 

man in England. He is likewise a wonderfril critic in cambrics and muslins, and he wiU 

talk an hour together upon a sweetmeat" (I, 241). Manle/s Nfrs. Crackenthorpe, despite 
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her disruptive tendencies in other areas, also feels uneasy when a man does not behave as 

he ought in conversation. She observes Mr. Stately, whose "conversation is really great 

[:... H]e argues from right reason, and his assertions are plain demonstration." Now that 

is all very well, for Mr. Stately argues rational^, as a man should. Yet, Mrs. 

Crackenthorpe notes, people abhor him because he makes "womanish observations" and 

has "a soft, sickly, drawling way of speech, like Lady Dainty in the comedy" and thinks 

that to have "a month's illness in great state is like a woman of quality's lying-in" (S4). 

This anxiety about gender-slippage continues well into the eighteenth century, [n 1776, 

the Reverend James Fordyce laments the "immanly" nature of conversation between the 

sexes and warns young men against keeping company with "silly women," for "that 

association with those females whose intellects and principles correspond not with their 

exterior allurements, has a tendency to e&minate and corrupt, [...] and were such 

persons to be met with, it would be our duty, instead of recommending, to warn you 

against mtimacy with the sex" (29-31). For Addison, Manley, and Fordyce, an 

efifeminate man is corrupt, an object of disgust. He is made so because of the 

contaminating nature of conversation, which is such that, if one converses with a fooL, 

one becomes a fool. 

The word "conversation" in the eighteenth century had a sexual connotation— 

adultery, for example, was called "criminal conversation." This assumption about social 

interaction was partkularly serious for women. Talk itself was seen as the first step in 

the process of seductkin; the klea was that licentious conversatk>n led to licentious 

behavior. The associatfon of conversation with seductfon is seen, for example, in the 
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anonymously written erotic pamphlet, A Spy on Mother Midnight, or, the Templar 

Metamorphos'd Being a Lying-in Conversation (1748). In this text, a lawyer in 

frustrated pursuit of a resistant young woman arranges to stay at the same inn as his 

"Prude" and one evening dresses up as a woman in order to participate in a conversation 

between a midwife and several other women after a birth. The seducer-to-be tests the 

young woman carrying on a "conversation highly season'd with double Entendre" 

which, "to my great surprize, I found was no ways disagreeable to my devout Prude." 

The young woman laughs at the lewd jokes, betraying that "tho' she was a Maid, yet she 

knew what was what as well as her Mother" (11). This conversation "in the Female 

Dialect" is the lawyer's first step in the seduction of the Prude: through her conversation 

she reveals that she is a sexual being, so that later that night, when the conversation 

becomes more physical, she has no valid excuses to ofifer her seducer (44). The sexual 

connotation can be further seen in a model letter written by Samuel Richardson in 

Familiar Letters on Important Occasions (1741), in which an older brother writes to a 

younger to be careful about falling in love with a bright, witty young woman because 

"her manner of conversation has a freedom that captivates more hearts than yours." Are 

you content, asks the older, "to share the brilliancy of her conversation?" (17). A woman 

in mixed company, if too witty and free a conversationalist, could be perceived of as 

having loose morals; indeed, the author of The Lady's Drawing Room (1744) writes that 

some ladies "prostitute" their wit on "subjects utterty unworthy of it" (3). Loquacity and 

promiscuity thus were closely linked. A woman—particularty a young, unmarried 

woman—^was better off remaining silent than risking her reputation in conversation. In 
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another example, a mother writing didactic letters to her daughter in London charges the 

girl to remain silent in company unless addressed direct^, stating "[I]t is certain, that 

young ladies should be more apt to hear than to speak [...]. It is their business rather to 

acquire than to communicate knowledge." This reticence reflects the young lady's 

"prudence and discretion" and her "modesty" (Polite Lady [1769], 86). 

Because conversation was so sexually charged, women were cautioned to avoid 

conversing with the world in order to preserve their virtue. For example, in the didactic 

poem The Virtuous Wife (1700), the poet equates conversation with conduct. The wife of 

the title is virtuous, he writes, precisely because she does not converse with the world, 

remaining instead "Within the Rules of strict Morality"^ that is, she stays at home and 

deals with domestic afifairs. Another woman, who does converse with the world, loves 

"her Footman, Butler, or her Page," and encourages adultery by talking "to ev'ry Poultry 

Clown / That lurks for sly Debauch about the Town" (67). Thus a chaste woman's 

interaction with the world was mediated by her husband, &ther, or brother, whfle a 

woman who spoke in public was labeled a whore. Richard Steele in Tatler #149 (1711) 

characterizes Milton's Eve as just such a virtuous woman: "Eve, having observed, that 

Adam was entering into some deep Disquisitions with the Angel, [...] is described as 

retiring &om their Company, with a Design of learning what should pass there from her 

husband." Eve goes out to attend to domestic afi&irs—her 'Truits and Flowers"—^whQe 

the men discuss weighty issues. The idea here seems not to be that Eve cannot 

understand their conversation, but that she prefers Adam's mediation, as he will "intermix 

/ Gratefiil digressions and solve high Disputes / With Conjugal Caresses, from his Lip" 
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(188). In this case, conversation between man and woman is directly associated with 

sex—^Adam alternates conversation with kisses—and for Eve to engage m that 

conversation with anyone but her husband would be unchaste. Clearly, the implications 

of conversation-as-sex were more serious for women, who, because they were 

supposedly more talkative, were also thought to be more vulnerable to conversational 

seduction. Indeed, during the course of the long eighteenth century, female loquacity 

became more or less associated with promiscuity: a talkative woman is likely to be 

licentious in other ways, her verbal interaction with men leading to sexual dalliance. She 

must thus either be sflenced and made chaste, like Eve, or her supposedly natural 

loquacity must be co-opted to serve the needs of an emerging middle-class society. 

Just as feminine topics of conversation were criticized, so were women's 

conversational spaces. Where men gathered m the cofifee house and in other public 

places, the domain of female conversation was the tea table and the drawing room. These 

spaces were, to a degree, private, in the sense that they were in the home. Yet they were 

not merely domestic spaces; rather, they were places in which the public and private 

blurred, and both domestic and public issues were discussed, primarily by womeiL As a 

result, these female conversational spaces were another source of anxiety for the 

periodicalists and conduct tnannal writers of the earfy and middle eighteenth century. In 

Guardian #S6 (1713), Thomas Pamell displays this anxiety in his description of the tea 

table, which he describes as a kind of pagan ahar at which "a Hecatomb of Reputations 

was that Day to &11 for her Pleasure" (218) The scandalous tea table, frequented only by 

women and effem^te men, was potential^ a site of disruptk>n. Not onfy were women 
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straying from their proper domestic sphere, but their topics and modes of conversation 

were out of masculine control 

Fashion-talk was less dangerous than scandal mongering but still had its 

corrupting influence. To converse about feshion was to chat about clothing: fine fiibrics, 

jewels, feathers, expensive shoes, fens, and all the other frivolous accoutrements of dress 

required by upper class women and their aspiring imitators. This kind of chat replaces 

potentially educational or uplifting conversation; in Dr. Johnson's Rambler #191 (1752) a 

"young lady" laments that "I have talked once or twice among ladies about principles and 

ideas, but they put their fans before their feces, and told me I was too wise for them, who 

for their part never pretended to read any thing but the play-bill, and then asked me the 

price of my best head [i.e., her head-covering]" (222). All of the finery so discussed was 

the kind of dangerous luxury which, according to the republican ideal so valued by 

Addison and Steele, could corrupt the integrity of the state. For a man who sought to 

bedeck his women in finery had to amass a certain degree of personal weahh, was too 

intent on his individual good, and would thus sacrifice the universal good to obtain those 

luxuries. Neoclassic anxiety about the corrupting influence of luxury—^and the 

association of luxury with women—is seen in Pope's The Rape of the Locki\l\2-\T). 

Belinda bedecks herself with "the various Offrings of the World," the "glitt'ring Spoil" of 

international trade. Her consumption might seem to be a good thing for the up-and-

coming imperialist, but it reeks of corruption to a conservative writer such as Pope, who 

is nostalgic for the purity and stokism of republican Rome. 
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Even more corrupting and threatening to the integrity of the polis than talk about 

&shion was scandal mongering, a mode of conversation associated explicitly with 

women and feminine conversational spaces. Delarivier Manny's Mrs. Crackenthorpe of 

the Female Taller, for example, describes London ladKs' conversation as "tea and 

scandal" (S8). Scandal, with its dissection of character, exposure of sin and corruption, 

and revelation of illicit liaisons, detracts from the universal good by undermining the 

reputations of public figures for the sake of personal titillation. No person and no class 

could be safe from the enquiring tongue of scandal: as Mauley's Mrs. Crackenthorpe 

notes, when a company begins to talk scandal, "those of quality are as liable to reflection 

as their inferiors" (2). In addition, scandal was plaguelike in its ability to expand at an 

exponential rate, corrupting all with whom it comes in contact: "seldom any person 

obliges the company with a new piece of scandal, but 'tis repaid him with above twenty 

more" (#1). Thus scandalmongers were often a subject of periodicalists' ire. Pamell in 

Guardian #56 demonizes scandalmongers by describing them as geese: "The 

Talkativeness of those who love the ill Nature of Conversation made them turn into 

Assemblies of geese, their Lips hardened to Bills eternal using, they gabbled for 

Diversion, they hiss'd in Scandal [as they] flutter [...] from one Visit to another." 

Pamell devotes another number of the Guardian to scandalmongers as well, describing a 

ritual during which three "Nymphs"—Curiosity, Talkativeness, and Censoriousness— 

gather around a tea table to stick black pms mto wax figures (219). Pamell's metaphor 

here conjures up images of the talkative woman as a witch, her conversation a kmd of 

destructive magk. 
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Other modes of female comrersation were condemned along with scandal and 

&shion-talk. Women were represented as engaging in vacuous, idle talk, witty repartee, 

and pointless tattle, the debased conversational style of the previous age. In Polite 

Conversation (1738) Swift parodies witty repartee, portraying the "Ladies at their tea" 

and letting their conversation speak for itself: 

Miss ... But, pray, madam, who were the company? 

Lady Snutrt. Why, there was all the world, and his wife; there was Mrs. 

Clatter, Lady Singular, the Countess of TaOdiam, (I should have 

named Her first;) Tom Gosling, and some others, whom I have 

forgot. 

Latfy Answerall. I think the countess is very sickly. 

Laefy Smart. Yes, madam; shell never scratch a grey head, I promise her. 

Miss. An [sic], pray, what was your conversation? 

Lady Smart. Why, Mrs. Clatter had all the talk to herself and was 

perpetually complaining of her misfortunes. (128-9) 

Like Swift, Steele condemns repartee, mainly because it was insubstantial and 

meaningless, but also because of the way it corrupted manly talk. When men conversed 

with women they descended from a rational to a female level; for example, Bickerstaff 

describes a conversatk>n between two witty young ladies, "Giddy" and "Slim," in which, 

for reasons of politeness, he feels compelled to join, becoming "roguish and pleasant to a 

degree" {Toiler # 92 [1711], 11:260-61). Miss Slim tells Bickerstaff that he must publish 

in the Tatler this example of "bright conversation." He does so, and concludes, "Hereby 

you may see how small an appearance the prettiest things saki in company make, when in 

print." Likewise, the Guardian's Nestor Ironsides is exasperated when he joins a "Cffcle 
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of young Ladies at their Afternoon Tea-Table," where "the various Motions of the Fan, 

the Tossings of the Head, intennixt with all the pretty kinds of Laughter, made up the 

greatest part of the Discourse" (142). Basicalfy, the feeling was that women's talk was, if 

not corrupting and dangerously contaminating as in scandal mongering or &shion-talk, 

negligible and demeaning, especialfy^ when eng£^ed in by men. 

Habermas writes that whfle men were out engaging in rational-critical debate in 

the coffeehouses that women were sitting angrify at home, "abandoned" by their men 

(33). In feci, the wives and daughters of cofifee house conversationalists were not home 

alone, but gathered sociably around tea tables. As a side note, these teatable gabfests 

were not the salons that Habermas discusses in The Structural Tranrformation of the 

Public Sphere', that honor goes to the Bluestocking circle and other mixed conversational 

sites, which I shall discuss in chapter four. No, the tea tables were a problem: because 

they were a feminine site, they could not contribute to the formation of a public sphere 

because public women were considered licentious. At the same time, their conversation 

was private but not at all uplifting or moral by any commonly-accepted criteria. 

Earlier m the period, because of women's tendency to engage in corrupted modes 

of conversation, writers in the civic humanist tradition dealt with the problem by 

instructing women to remain silent, especial^ when m conversation with men. In 1672, 

Robert Codrington, the author of a conduct manual directed at young women titled 

Youth's Behaviour: or Decency in Conversation Amongst Women, tells his readers that, 

because women are prone to prattle—country women about their geese and ducks and 

city women about cards, fiishion, and scandal— "the true Vertue of Silence cannot be too 
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much commended. It is such a quality that I want words to express its worth: 1 cannot 

tell which 1 should most commend to Gentlewomen, either Speech or SQence [•..]. 

Speech enricheth, and corrupteth, but SQence is poor, but honest" (129). The author goes 

on to associate female silence with virtue and discretion, advising women not only to 

remain silent but to avoid others' scandalous conversation as well: "A Gentlewoman that 

is sflent [...] doth by eschewing and loathing the profuse vanity of the others words, 

become not only more silent her self^ but if she be vertuous, more secret [i.e., discreet] 

also" (13). 

SOence was not an option, of course, particularly when women, separate from 

men, gathered around their teatables to converse. But even woman writers of the early 

eighteenth century deplored the modes of conversation typically attributed to their fellow 

womeiL [>elarivier Manley, who writes as "Mrs. Crackenthorpe," describes "Mrs. 

Townle/s" drawing room, a female conversational space, and gives an account of what 

passes there: she writes that "nothing is so amazing to me as the choice of some women's 

conversation who dream away their time in incoherent stuff which makes 'em useless to 

the workl" (22). Manley goes on to delineate several female conversational types: Mrs. 

Save-all is a housewife who brags about her good management skills, but "books she 

never converses with." Lady Wou'd-be is a learned lady, yet her conversation is merely 

"seraphic and supernatural." Mrs. Prim does not speak, while Mrs. All-Talk, as one 

might guess, "deafens the whole room." Others talk of their children, European (but 

decided^ not English) politics, their equipages, their clothes, and their servants (22-3). 
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Here the female conversational space of the drawing room is portrayed in a distinctly 

negative light. 

Taking up this theme, Addison in Tatler #1S7 (1711) offers some more negative 

feminine conversational types, using a musical metaphor according to which each type is 

a musical instrument and the conversation itself a musical performance. Among the 

"instruments'* described are the "Virginal," a prude who rattles on about Sacheverell's 

trial; a "Welsh-Harp," a "female historian" interested primarily in &mily genealogy; a 

"Kettle-drum," who lacks "the softness of her sex in conversation," playing instead music 

that is "loud, bold, and masculine" and who thus "alarmed the company"; and a "Kit," a 

coquette who flirts and talks of the opera. Addison does offer two positive models: the 

first is the "Dulcimer," a romantic lady who rhapsodizes about pastoral beauties; the 

second, which pleases him the most, is the "Flute," whose music is the "conversation of a 

mild and amiable woman, that has nothing in it very elevated, nor, at the same time, any 

thing mean or trivial." These positive models encourage women to act as disinterested 

spectators, to be "mild and amiable" observers but not active participants in vigorous 

conversation (III: 227-33). The solution, for Addison, is to make the ideal female 

conversationalist polite, displacmg the scandal-mongering chatterbox. That way 

women's conversational sites will be private and monitored its own members. 

Yet even as Manley seems to go along with Addison, condemning some women 

for the insubstantial conversation heard in theff draw^ rooms, the Female Tatler offers 

a different conversational model, neither civil nor civic, embracing neither polite nor 

antlfeminist discourse. Unlike the civk humanist traditk>n, according to whk;h woman 
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ought to be either silent or segregated from men, or the civil tradition, according to which 

woman is an arbiter of politeness and a feminizer of men, Manle^s mode allows men and 

women to converse together as equals. Like the early co&ehouses, Manle/s gatherings 

share the "levelling" tendency: Mrs. Crackenthorpe invites into her home people from all 

ranks of life, creating a camivalesque atmosphere in her drawing room, a conversational 

"feast for all the world," in Bahktinian terms: "tis true I have twice a week a very great 

assembly of both sexes, from his Grace my Lord Duke to Mr. S^athie the spruce Mercer 

in the City; and from her Grace my Lady Duchess, to Mrs. Top Sail, the sea captains wife 

at Wapping" (2). But the site of this gathering is a feminine one: Manley, perhaps riffing 

on the Spectator and Tatler, datelines her issues "from my bedroom," or, more 

frequently, "from my drawing room," explicitly feminine spaces. Here, &shion-talk and 

scandal are a staple of conversation and Mrs. Crackenthorpe, intelligent busybody that 

she is, presides over alL, no doubt giving Isaac Bickerstaff and sober Nestor Ironsides 

nightmares. And she embraces the female modes of conversation, not at all worried that 

"a foolish baronet once call'd [her house] the scandal oflSce" (1). Where the Tatler 

enriches the reader with political and militaiy updates from all over Europe, the Female 

Tatler mentions elopements, ofifers tidbits of local gossip, makes jokes about Mrs. 

Crackenthorpe's footman, Francis, and publishes a notke to a "certain fruit woman in 

Covent Garden market" that she'd better send Mrs. Crackenthorpe a good dessert for a 

visiting African prince (57). 

Thus in the Female Toiler Manley provides a vibrant alternative to the 

passively spectatorial and polite models of conversation offered to women in other 
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periodicals. She lays claim with a vengeance to the female conversational modes of 

feshion-taOc and scandal, knowing that because they are impolite feminine subjects made 

public, they represent a danger to both the civic and civil modes of social interaction. 

And, she says, in her drawing room real conversation takes place and "affords general 

satis&ction; books are canvass'd, removals at court suggested, law cases disputed, the 

price of stocks told, the beaus and ladies inform us of new fashions, and the first long 

pocket that was seen in town received its reputation fi'om being approved of in Mrs. 

Crackenthorpe's drawing room" (2). Although Manley occasionally makes an attempt to 

regulate behavior and to ofifer models for emulation, engaging in corrective satire just as 

the Spectator and Tatler do, her normalizing vok:e is undercut by three factors. First of 

all, Manle^s writings were themselves characterized as scandalous and she was 

decidedly not a member of polite society. Secondly, during the publication run of the 

Female Tatler Manley was arrested and jailed for publishing the politically dangerous 

New Atalantis, so that her stature as an authority on proper behavior was decidedly 

weakened. Finally, Manley subverted gendered hierarchies by speaking as a woman in 

public and by publishing a literary equivalent to the female conversational space, a space 

perceived at that time as private and feminine. So that despite her occasional moves 

towards centripetal, unitary, and even polite discourse, Manle^s conversational model 

remains centrifugal—and thus subversive—in effect, offering to her readers a 

conversational model that is both masculine and feminine, embracing both fiivolous 

feminine chat and more substantive rational debate. 
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The Angel in the Drawing Room 

Despite Manley's disruptive drawing room, with the uproarious Mrs. 

Crackenthorpe at its center, during the early eighteenth century, as civic eloquence gave 

way to civil politeness, the gender of the virtuous arbiter of conversation was beginning 

to shift, to become female. At the same time, the normative power of the masculine 

coffee house was giving way to that of the feminine drawing room. The struggle between 

the discourses surrounding this shift is most evident in the early periodicals, where 

women are sometimes silenced, yet sometimes exalted for their domestic and polite 

virtue. As the century progressed, more and more writers adopted the polite discourse 

which valorized woman as angel in the drawing room, creating categories of gender 

according to which women were more naturally polite, virtuous, and conversable than 

meiu The verbal and sexual subversive possibilities of female conversation were thus 

contained through an association of feminine qualities such as talkativeness with 

domestic virtue rather than worldly vice. The Abbe de Bellgard writes late in the century 

that "the &ir sex is naturally more af&ble, more complaisant, and more courteous, than 

the men, have also more politeness; and it is chiefly in the conversation of the ladies, that 

we learn to be civil and polite, from the desire we have to please them" (3). Note how the 

"Gentlewoman" of questionable virtue and indeterminate class has become the tasteftil 

and exalted "lady" here, and that the purpose of conversation is no longer to uplift the 

participant into a more hoty way of life, but to make him more polite and tasteful, that is, 

to emulate the behavior of the upper classes of society. 
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The polite female conversationalist becomes even more influential in The 

Character and Conduct of the Female Sex (1776) of Reverend Fordyce, who writes of the 

"Advantages to be derived by Young Men from the Society of Virtuous Women" (99). 

Female conversation becomes key to a young man's initiation into the ways of polite 

society, as Fordyce asks his reader to imagine "a youth of good sense and good 

disposition, dedicating a considerable share of his social hours to the conversation of a 

few females [...]. You, my brothers, can better imagine than 1 can describe, the 

improvements which he must necessarify receive from such communications" (99). The 

"few females" capable of such instruction are described as "chaste but not severe, frank 

but not indelicate, good-natured but with proper dignity, serious and lively by turns, 

polite and sincere at the same time, elegant without vanity, knowing without pride, pious 

without ostentation." By demonstrating these qualities in conversation and deploying 

them in the education of young men, the polite woman becomes the source of domestic 

virtue necessary for the stability of a civfl society. 

Likewise, by Fordyce's time the domestic drawing room itself^ portrayed earlier in 

the eighteenth century by both male and female writers as a negative conversational 

space, becomes a showcase for the display of polite manners, a normalizing space made 

polite simply by the presence of ladies. Fordyce laments that when the ladies retire to the 

drawing room after dinner, all virtue and politeness retire with them; he demands of his 

male readers, upon the ladies' departure from the dining room, "E>oes the conversation 

become either livelier or more refined? [...] You will scarce '̂̂  say that it improves in 

politeness. But it is improved oi freedom—O yes; the cruel restraints of decency are 
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removed; you are now at liberty to burst forth into clamour, oaths, obscenity, 

prophaneness, de&mation of the sex, and—if you are so disposed, to get drunk into the 

bargain" (87). Of course in the drawing room men are on their best behavior, content to 

be feminized and improved by their conversation with women. 

Replacing the masculine cofifee bouse as the normative conversational space, 

then, was the feminine drawing room. An example of the drawing room as polite space 

worthy of emulation can be seen in the anonymous The Lady's Drawing Room (1744), 

which is described as "a fiiithfiill picture of the great world. In which the various 

Humours of both Sexes are displayd" (title page). In the "incomparable Ethelinda's" 

drawing room, called a "Theatre of Politeness" (3, S), a group of well-mannered men and 

women, arranged in a formal circle, engage in a "discourse of the Passions" (6), recite 

poetry, and read aloud manuscript novels with titles such as "The History of Rodomond 

and the Beautiful Indian" (13). The conversation here is always polite, never political or 

scandalous. Whenever an impolite person enters, upon leaving he or she is criticized for 

breaking up the sociability of the company: as the anonymous narrator writes, "Heavens! 

Said I to myself how is it possible that Persons who are admitted to behold the 

Behaviour of Ethelinda, can indulge themselves in such contemptible Follies?" (189). 

The virtuous Ethelinda presides over this polite space, her glowing presence making it 

polite; she is a source of virtue not just in her own home, but abroad, as her drawing room 

becomes a model to be emulated by all who visit or read about it. 

The degree to which, by the mid-nineteenth century, women were entrenched as 

domestic angels who made the world polite through their conversation is seen in The Art 
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of Conversation, with Remarks on Fashion and Address (1842), a book described by the 

pseudonymous author as "An Essay on Conversation, successfully compressed withm a 

single small volume, of weight and size to suit a lady's band" (3). In this text the male 

author lays down some rules for conversation while deferring to female authority, 

insisting that 

modem manners owe their best polish to the influence of women; [...] society 
derives its principle grace and brilliancy from the position they occupy in its 
ranks, and from the power they exercise. They form the [...] better balf of the 
circle to which we address ourselves, and are the parties to whom the greatest 
deference, as well as the greatest obligation, is due; so that we must strive to give 
conversation the tone most likety to meet their approbation. (30 italics original) 

In short, the author says, "Good society must never forget that it has been trained up 

under female tuition" (31). The socializing power of polite conversation becomes even 

more evident in this text when the author argues that conversation is a powerfid 

domesticating force; "And even moody and restless bachelors can understand how easfly 

the captivating discourse of a lovefy woman will chain an ordinary husband to his home, 

detain him from his endless clubs, and keep him from the society of merry companions, 

whose pursuits, however harmless, may be better suited to single men, than to the &thers 

of &milies" (7). Conversation, he argues further, does not just serve to keep the family 

together, it actually makes men want to marry, in order to experience the comfort of 

domestic conversation with a virtuous wife (6). Ctearfy, the gendered hierarchy present 

at the beginning of the eighteenth century has, by the nineteenth, been turned upside-

down. Women were no longer condemned for loquacity but exahed for their natural 
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elegance, politeness, taste, and grace, and for the ability of their conversation to socialize 

errant men. 

Earlier, when the civic humanist tradition displayed anxiety about the feminizing 

power of female conversation, periodicalists described as monstrous men who adopted 

female modes of conversation. At the same time, as feminized, polite conversation 

becomes the norm and woman's femininity becomes the key to domestic stability, a 

female who transgresses the boundaries of behavior and takes up masculine modes of 

conversation is similarly deplored. The early periodicals, where the civic and civil 

discourses struggle most obviously, display both kinds of gender-swapping anxiety. 

Addison, in Spectator #57 (1711), argues that political partisanship is injurious to the 

female complexion, that "Party Rage" is a male trait, and says, "When 1 have seen a 

pretty Mouth uttering Calumnies and Invectives, what would I not have give to have stopt 

it?" In this number he also portrays a "rural Andromache" who "talks of hounds and 

horses [...]. If a man tells her a w^gish story, she gives him a push with her hand in 

jest, and calls him an impudent dog" (I: 241). Addison finds these "&uhs and 

imperfections," when transplanted from one sex into the other, to be "black and 

monstrous" and vows to "make womankind, which is the most beautifiil part of the 

creation, entirety amiable, and wear out all those little spots and blemishes, that are apt to 

rise among the charms which nature has poured out upon them." Like Addison, 

Reverend Fordyce deplores women who talk like men: "a woman who talks loud, 

contradkts bhmtfy, looks sullen, contests pertinaciously, and instead of yielding 

challenges submission [...]. How forbklding an object! Femininity is gone: Nature is 
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transformed: Whatever makes the male character most rough, and turbulent, is taken up 

by a creature, that was designed to tranquillize and smooth it" (83). So that women's 

authority in the domain of polite conversation is contingent on their remaining "mild and 

amiable" and on their ensuring that the topics for conversation in the drawing room will 

never involve political rhetoric, social critique, or passionate zeal. 

Of course, this meant women remained apolitical, not speaking subjects no matter 

how much they talked. As the domestic drawing room became a normative site presided 

over by women, where men and women gathered to engage in polite conversation, the 

gender divisions which earlier threatened to subvert the discourse of politeness and thus 

weaken the middle class cultural hegemony were elided, and the goal of the early 

periodicalists was achieved: a polite, depoliticized middle class was created for the 

purpose of ensuring social stability and the fiirtherance of trade and prosperity. The 

feminine conversational spaces became the normalizing spaces, inhabited by both men 

and women and their innocuous talk. As a result, there was no conversational space that 

could ofifer the possibility for social change. Early in the eighteenth century, a public 

sphere was constituted by private people who gathered at cofifee houses to engage in 

rational-critical debate. But in the domestic drawing room, no public sphere was 

engendered; as Habermas writes, "The indivkiuated satis&ction of needs might be 

ach^ved in a public &shion, namefy, in the company of many others; but a public sphere 

itself did not emerge from such a situation" (161). Substantive, rhetorical, potentially 

disruptive conversation—disputation, politkal discourse, and collective decision

making—^was exiled from the diawmg room through the domestication of the 
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conversational circle, which could not approve of such impolite, public subjects. The 

ideal female conversationalists who presided over this cffcle were spectatorial and 

passive; as Fordyce describes them, they are women who "seldom dispute and never 

wrangle; who listen with attention to the opmions of others, and deliver their own with 

difiSdence, more desirous of receiving than of giving conviction, more ambitious to 

please than to conquer!" (83). Through this superior passivity, women were able to 

appropriate a certain amount of authority, but it was a limited authority, yet another 

marginalization and depoliticization of women and the domesticated middle class 

associated with them. When the morality and virtue of the middle class were linked to 

this space, its agency to make changes m the world was taken away; virtue was tied to 

spectatorial politeness, which in turn did not permit collective action. Inevitably, by the 

nmeteenth century the conversational cvcle bad fractured so that in the drawing room 

tastefiil individuals could pursue pastimes that ofifered only individuated reception: 

scrapbooks, musical concerts, small theatricals, poetry readings—^and conversation had 

become yet another leisure activity, an apolitical way of passing the time. 
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Chapter Four 

"The Social Circle"; The Bluestockings 

In 1786, Hannah More published a panegyric poem to the Bluestocking circle, a 

group of highly educated men and women who met to engage in conversation in the 

drawing rooms of late eighteenth-century London. The poem, entitled "The Bas Bleu: or. 

Conversation," describes the Bluestockings as a "social Circle" responsible for a 

"Reformation" in the art of conversation (69). More attributes this reformation to the &ct 

that the Bluestockings modeled their conversation on that of the ancient Greek polis and 

the Roman republic. She likens the circle to "Aspasia's parties," which were "the first 

Bas-bleu at Athens known" (67). Unlike the typical conversations of the day, which were 

characterized as consisting of either gossip and card-playing or competitive monologue 

and which were often gendered either male or female. More claims that the Bluestocking 

circle engaged in a more productive kind of conversation, based on literary criticism, 

learning and a shared understanding of civic duty. This was different, too, from the kinds 

of drawing-room conversations that served to reproduce polite, apolitical, objective 

spectators. In effect. More describes the emergence of a public sphere similar to the one 

described by Habermas in The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere. 

It is interesting, however, that More associates this conversable society with 

women. While Habermas does mention the salon—particularly the salons of France—as 

a site in which private indivuluals gathered to discuss issues of public miport, he does not 

emphasize the role that women's conversations play in the formation of the public sphere. 

Yet at the same time, there was a long tradition in England that associated women with 
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conversational ability. As 1 see it, when women—particularly the educated women of 

conversational circles such as the Bluestocking circle—emerged from the private domain, 

they, through their conversation and writes, had the potential to construct a new public 

sphere that embodied the civic ideal that Habermas links to the bourgeois public sphere 

before it is corrupted by commercial institutions. Whether that gesture toward 

substantive speaking was sustained remains to be seen. My reading of Habermas 

parallels that of Elizabeth Hackendom Cook, who, in Epistolary Bodies: Gender and 

Genre in the Eighteenth Century Republic of Letters, describes Habermas's public sphere 

as "a conceptual space in which reasoning individuals, abstracted from their private 

interests, arrived at a consensus on public affiiirs through their discussions, letters, 

speeches, books, and essays'* (10). Habermas's error is to ignore the role of women in the 

development of this public sphere. 

Instead, Habermas locates the modem public sphere in the masculine space of the 

eighteenth-century cof^ house, while dismissing the kind of conversation that occurred 

in the female space of the drawing roooL Habermas imagines that women were 

"abandoned every evening," remaining angrify at home while their men were out 

conversing at cofifee houses (33). Meanwhile, he implies that the salon, a space "shaped 

by women," fostered "inconsequential" conversation which was unlike the active 

criticism engaged in by men, the "ratk>nal-critical debate" that constitutes the public 

sphere. Habermas writes that a pubUc sphere does not necessarily emerge from any 

gathermg of private people, especiaUy where "rational-critical debate had a tendency to 

be replaced by consumption, and the web of public communication unraveled into acts of 
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individuated reception, however uniform in mode" (161). I do not think it is stretching to 

imiiginf Habermas asserting this not just about contemporary life, as he does in his book, 

but mistakenly applying it to the drawing room assemblies in which, he might imagine, 

conversation only turned on fashion, cards, scandal—bites of information meant for 

consumption. 

But this does not accurately characterize women's contribution to the emergence 

of the modem public sphere. Not all drawing rooms promoted passive, polite 

conversation, nor were they all frivolous gatherings devoted to card-playing and scandal-

mo ngering. While it is true that women were not public in the sense that Habermas 

means it—they were not property-owning, voting citizens—they were not strictly 

relegated to the private sphere either. In &ct, conversational groups such as the 

Bluestocking circle as accurately embody and were as instrumental in creating the new 

public sphere as were the conversationalists that met in the male-gendered space of the 

coffee house. The Bluestocking circle created discursive space in which men and women 

could come together to form a society, a group of people attempting to suspend the 

limitations of gender and class in order to engage in open-ended, critical conversations 

that consisted of true dialogue among equals with the purpose of creating new 

knowledge. Citizenship in this republic of letters was determined by "character" 

(Pennington, Memoir 1:465), by innate qualities of mind, not by gender or social 

standing (the milkmaid poet Ann Yearsley was one of the Bluestocking circle's 

protegees). As a result, women had the opportunity to engage as equals in the formation 

of public opinion and the determinatk>n of practical action. In this chapter, I will expk>re 
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whether this move toward productive rhetoric and true civic humanism was sustained or 

whether the potential of the Bluestocking circle was contained so that it became a 

socializing, rather than social, circle, engaging in consumerist, rather than productive, 

conversation. 

Conversation: A Social Art 

One component of eighteenth-century Enlightenment thought was the emergence 

of the concept that humans are individuals with natural rights and freedoms accruing to 

them. Along with this idea arose ways of socializing this potentially disruptive individual 

as he engaged in his pursuit of happiness. Hence it is not surprisir^ that the eighteenth-

century novel is often the story of an individual—^Tom Jones, Pamela Andrews, Robinson 

Crusoe—learning to maintain his or her individuality within a world that requires 

individuals to accommodate themselves to the demands of society, to live peacefully with 

other individuals. As I discuss in earlier chapters, an even more pervasive socializing 

force was the art of conversation, which was far more than a simple exchange of words 

and ideas. According to the Gentleman's Magazine (1731), ideal conversation allowed 

people "to give and receive Pleasure; to promote good Humour and good Manners; to 

increase in Knowledge and Virtue; and to tie the Knot of Frwndship closer and stronger" 

(198). According to another contemporary source, the smiple act of conversing made 

people more social: 

We communicate our Sentimens [sic] to others by Words and Expressions, 
whkh stn* up m the Hearers other Notk)ns relat^ to the first. These 
second Thoughts being foUow'd with proper Expressk>ns, reciprocal^ 
excite new Notions in the Mind of the fir^ that spoke; and those in an 
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Instant enter into the Mind of others, to produce the same effect. Tis by 
this means that our Minds entertain among themselves a sort of Union 
very useful to Society for which Men were Bom. (Barker S) 

However, despite the &ict that conversation was meant to unite individuals, early in the 

eighteenth century conversation tended to be gendered: men debated public issues, while 

women were depicted in the periodicals of the day as chatting over domestic afi&irs and 

gossiping over scandal. As the century progressed, however, and as the public and 

private became blurred in the process of being reshaped, women took advantage of this 

instability and seized the right to create their own spaces for engaging in public 

discourse. At the same time, the divisions in conversation along gender lines began to be 

blurred. 

In "Turning Reality Round Together: Guides to Conversation in Eighteenth-

Century England," Leland E. Warren offers three models of conversation, two negative 

and one positive. The first negative model associates conversation with commerce and 

struggle; it is a "market to be dominated" (70). This kind of convereation is monok>gk:, 

agonistic, and is gendered masculine, the kind of thing seen in Steele's description of 

cofifee house "potentates" who hold court before a captive audieiKe {Spectator #, 202). 

The second negative model Warren puts forth is conversation as "a means of socializing 

the mdividuaU of forcmg him to admit the power of others and their potential value to 

him" (71). This model is associated with display and is evident in the drawing room 

described in the anonymous The Lacfy's Drawing Room (1744), where politeness, good 

taste, and well-bred manners are more important than active, critical conversation. The 

third model is positive: conversation in which "individuals gain pleasure and knowledge 
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by giving of themselves and accepting from others" (75). It seems to me that this kind of 

truly social conversation was practiced by the Bluestocking circle in its most productive 

initial moments and is akin to the "rational-critical debate" that Habennas finds to be 

constitutive of the public sphere. 

David Hume, in "Of Essay Writing" (1742), writes that conversation is a 

socializing art; even more to the point, he characterizes certain styles of conversation 

according to gender. The "learned" world he describes is gendered male and is made up 

of "Men of Learning" (S37), who have "chosen for their Portion the higher and more 

difScult Operations of the Mind" (533). As Joan Scott notes in "Gender; A Useful 

Category of Historical Analysis," whenever gender is invoked as a category, a hierarchy 

is implied; in Hume's essay, as in most thinking of the eighteenth century, male-gendered 

"Operations of the Mind" were ranked above female-gendered pursuits. In the same way, 

masculine styles of conversation, the rational and critical, were valued more than female 

conversational styles. 

The "conversable" world, according to Hume, was gendered female and was more 

sociable, its inhabitants having "a Taste of Pleasure, an Inclination to the easier and more 

gentle Exercises of the Understanding, to obvious Reflections on human Affiiirs and the 

Duties of common Life" (533-34). Thus women, with their ties to the domestic sphere, 

provided a solid center of gravity for the intellectual men as they wandered through the 

empyrean realm of their thoughts. Women's role was to build conversational bridges 

between the conversable world and the men who were alienated through their pursuit of 

knowledge. Men were thinkers, women were talkers. 
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Hume sought to unify the learned / male and conversable / female worlds, with 

the double benefits of socializing learned men while giving conversable women subjects 

fit for conversation—^"History, Poetry, Politics, and [...] Philosophy"—rather than the 

"continued Series of gossipping [sic] Stories and idle Remarks" on which women were 

accustomed to waste their talents (534). With this union, Hume imagined a 

conversational Utopia in which men and women would come together "in Society, where 

every one displays his Thoughts and Observations in the best Manner he is able, and 

mutually gives and receives Information as well as Pleasure" (534). Hume apparently 

believes that true dialogue and collaborative construction of knowledge are possible, 

despite the constraints that gender places on conversation. 

Yet even as Hume imagines a conversable Utopia, he is unable to completely 

ef^e the problem of gender fi'om his concept. Hume calls women "the Sovereigns of 

the Empire of Conversation," thus giving women the power to regulate not just 

conversation-as-taik, but conversation in its contemporary meaning: social intercourse 

(535). Thus women become a socializing force, moving along the trajectory from 

demonized other in the seventeenth century to the nineteenth-century angel in the house, 

a shift I have discussed at greater length in chapter three. Women became the authority 

on virtue and domesticity both within the home and within society—and it was through 

polite conversation that women both displayed virtue and regulated it in others. Because 

this authority was firmly located in the domestk: sphere, women lost theff power to speak 

publicly about political afi&irs. Women's own conversation reflected their inner merit, 

and others (men) had to regulate their conversatwn so as not to ofifend female delicacy 
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and virtue. As a resuh, subjects such as politics, literary criticisin, or public af&irs were 

not proper subjects for discussion in mixed company. Nancy Armstrong takes up this 

idea in Desire and Domestic Fiction in her discussion of how the middle class is 

domesticated and depoliticized in part by the eighteenth-century novel. Conversation, 

when it served as a socializing force, played the same role. 

The Drawing Room 

According to the Chrford English Dictionary, the first definition of "drawing 

room" was "a room to withdraw to, a private chamber attached to a more public room." 

As the eighteenth century progressed, however, this private room became more public, a 

blurred space, both public and private at the same time. As Cynthia Wall notes in 

"Gendering Rooms: Domestic Architecture and Literary Acts" (1993), while "the dining-

room had become the explicit territory of men, the space for political and other kinds of 

discourse[,] the drawing-room came under the supervision of women" (349). Wall shows 

that the style of drawing rooms and the conversations that occurred in them were a key 

component in the gender formation that was occurring during the eighteenth century. 

Often enough, the drawing room was a place to display good manners and polite taste. In 

this way, the drawing room of the private house was associated with the more public 

Drawing Room, where the reigning monarch and his or her &mily held "public" hours. 

A young man or woman of social pretensions was not conskiered "out" in society until he 

or she had been presented and observed at the royal Drawing Room in order to display 

formal manners, the elegant curtsQr or bow, and a capacity for polite conversation. In 
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effect, the drawing room, whether semi-private or royal, served a socializing function: in 

it, manners and conversation were judged according to whether they were appropriate for 

that female space. Likewise, women gained authority as the source of domestic and 

public virtue and morality. 

The physical layout of the drawing room before 1780 enforced polite, formal 

conversation. In Life in the English Country House, Mark Girouard notes that early in 

the eighteenth century the "habitual form of social intercourse was the formal circle"; that 

is, all of the company sat in straight chairs arranged in a circle (239). Among an ideal 

group, this could have provided the setting for vigorous debate, but a more typical efifect 

was that most members sat silently while one person seized control and monopolized the 

conversation. It was not unusual for one person "of unweary'd Tongue" to "run on, for a 

considerable Time" engrossing all the conversation to him or herself {Lady's Drawing 

Room 11). Another requirement of the conversational circle was that subjects of 

discussion had to be acceptable to all; in other words, they were polite, bland, general 

Not surprisingly, drawing room conversation that took place in the formal circle was 

notorious for its ceremonious dullness. So while the coffee house was a place to display 

a man's powers of mind, the drawing room was a place to display manners. 

An example of this kind of formal drawing room arrangement can be seen in The 

Laify's Drawing Room, which is described as "a Suthflill picture of the great world. In 

which the various Humours of both Sexes are displa^d" (title page). The author 

distinguishes "Ethelinda's" drawing room because it ofifers witty and polite conversation, 

unlike apparent^ more ^kal "Circles of the Fair" in whkh "we are ordinarify 
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entertain'd with Subjects so little worthy of Attention"—subjects such as feshion, scandal, 

and cards (2). In Ethelinda's drawing room, called a "Theatre of Politeness," a group of 

well-mannered men and women, arranged in a formal circle, engage in a "discourse of 

the Passions," recite poetry, and read manuscript novels aloud (5-6). 

Certainly, the discourse heard in Ethelinda's drawing room is polite, but it is far 

from substantive and really offered women only a limited authority over a rather warped 

form of conversation. Any time texts were read aloud, as they often are in Ethelinda's 

drawing room, the listeners became audience and not participants in conversation; they 

became individual consumers, not part of a society. Her guests, arranged in their tableau 

vivant, are spectatorial in that they value good taste above criticism, consumption over 

production, and polite conversation over active debate. Good taste, in particular, is a 

spectatorial trait, in that good taste judges motives, not efifects; it is essentially 

unproductive, aimed at individual reception and thus not productive of the kind of 

collective agency which can lead to changes in an unjust society. Meanwhile, any 

individuals who &il to measure up to Ethelinda's polite standards are exiled—and that 

includes anyone who steps out of the disinterested stance. In short, the polite 

conversation practiced in Ethelinda's exalted drawing room serves a hegemony which 

depends on the depoliticization and domestication of the middle class in order to 

fimction. 

The Bhicstocidng Circk 
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In the first half of the eighteenth century, then, male-gendered conversation 

occurred in public places, and, idealfy, consisted of public issues, although too often male 

conversation was modeled on competitive commerce. Female-gendered conversation 

occurred in the private drawing room and was meant to be limited to domestic and polite 

subjects, though too often it was debased by scandal mongering, fashion talk, and gossip. 

Hierarchically, male conversation ranked higher than female, and any opportunity for 

initiating social or political change rested with men; women of any standing could not 

come together to engage in the "rational-critical discussion" that was the key to the 

formation of a public such as the one described by Habermas in The Structural 

Transformation of the Public Sphere (146). However, with the rise of the Bluestocking 

circle and other conversational circles like it, women became inextricably involved in the 

formation of the modem public sphere. 

The Bluestocking circle was a group of men and women that met every winter in 

London during the second half of the eighteenth century. The group included learned 

men such as Samuel Johnson, James Beattie, Horace Walpole, Edmund Burke, Lord 

Lyttekon, and Lord Bath, and equally learned women including Elizabeth Montagu—the 

circle's "Queen"—Mrs. Boscawen, Mrs. Pukeney, Mrs. Vesey, Elizabeth Carter, and, 

later, Hannah More, Fanny Bumey, and Hester Thrale Piozzi. Many of the members of 

this circle were published authors. The works of most of the men are still well known, 

and the women were published too: Elizabeth Montagu wrote "An Essay on the Writings 

and Genius of Shakespeare" and, with Lyttelton, the Dialogues of the Dead; Elizabeth 

Carter published a volume of poetry and translated the works of Epictetus; More's and 
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Biumey's works remain well known today. These exceptional people formed a circle that 

Hume would have approved of—a union between the learned and the conversable 

worlds—except that neither sex had a monopoly on learning or conversation. It was true 

that the hosts of the Bluestocking circle were women and the sites of their meetings—^the 

drawing roono—^were gendered female, while the men were an exceptionally learned 

group. So it was also true, to a certain extent, that conversable, female hostesses 

provided a drawing-room setting in which learned men could engage in elevated 

conversation. However, the highly educated female members of the Bluestocking circle 

participated to an unprecedented degree in these conversations. These women were at 

least as well-educated as their male peers: Carter, for example, knew eight languages, 

including Hebrew, Portuguese, and Arabic, and was internationally recognized for her 

translation of Epictetus. And the men were not merely emissaries from the learned 

sphere; they were as conversable as the women. Lord Bath, for example, was noted for 

having "something in his conversation and manners more engaging than can be 

described" {Memoir I: 239). 

The Bluestocking cffcle modeled itself on a civic ideal that originated in ancient 

Greece and republican Rome. For example, in "Bas Bleu: or. Conversation." More writes 

that the circle's conversation put into commerce subjects such as education, travel, 

science, and politics. This commerce is the opposite of the kind of capitalist commerce 

that results m luxury and vice and thus corrupts the polis—conversation that is based on 

consumption. Instead, More writes, the "precious merchandize" of the Bluestocking 

conversation is "Mind" (81). In other words, this conversational economy does not 
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reproduce entertainment meant for individuated reception but, through collaborative 

eng^ement, creates new knowledge. Indeed, the conversational subjects, as reflected in 

the letters of various members of the circle, are often concerned with ethics and politics. 

The Letters of the Bluestocking Circle 

For Habermas, one of the "preconditions" for participation in the formation of the 

public sphere is the exchange of letters (172). Letter-writing allows private people—in 

this case, ihe women of the Bluestocking circle—^to "cultivate [...] a subjectivity capable 

of relating to literature and oriented to a public sphere" (171). Some of the extended 

correspondence between ladies of the Bluestocking circle—Elizabeth Carter and the 

scholar Catherine Talbot corresponded for twenty-nine years, and Carter and Elizabeth 

Montagu for forty-five—were later collected and published. In this way, the private was 

made public, and in the process, these private women became public people freed of a 

hierarchy imposed by gender. 

During the eighteenth century, letters occupied a space somewhere between the 

public and the private. Ostensibly, letters were private documents written between 

private individuals—one contemporary commentator wrote that "the authenticity of a 

letter rests [...] in its having been written originally for its recipient and not in hope of 

entertaining posterity"—but often enough collected correspondences were published (qtd 

in Stewart 184-85). Letters had m common with conversation that they were evidence of 

"a real, continuing relationship between real people" (189). The author of another guide 

to letter-writing calls letters "the copies of conversation" and finds that "To speak to those 
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we love or esteem, is the greatest satis&ction we are capable of knowing, and the next is, 

being able to converse with them by letter" (T. Cook 10). 

Because the Bluestocking circle could meet in person only during three or four 

nK>nths of the winter, conversational ties had to be maintained by letter; the style and 

content of the letters reflect the group's conversatbn. Carter, in her correspondence with 

Montagu, repeatedly refers to their letters as "conversation" (III: 168) and finds the letters 

to be a consolation "for the inconvenience of being so isolee" (I; 179). In their 

correspondence. Carter and Montagu engaged subjects ranging from domestic crises to 

politics to literary criticism. In one typically conversational series of letters, the 

correspondents discuss Plato's Republic, Montagu charging him with sophistry and Carter 

defending him while insisting that her friend read him in the original Greek (I: 244-56). 

As the editor of Mrs. Carter's correspondence with Mrs. Montagu notes, the letters 

contain "disquisitions upon moral subjects, the politics of the day, and opinions upon 

books" (xii). 

The Blucstocidng Drawing Room 

The style of Bluestocking conversation can be seen in the circle's letters and is 

carefully described in Hannah More's poem. The poet begins by describmg what the 

Bluestocking c^le is not. It is not a dull, ceremonious circle, nor is it luxurious, as in the 

bad old days of the Roman empire. The conversation is not based on tortured wit, as in 

France, nor is it reduced to the babble of an assembled multitude. Instead, More 

associates the circle with the ancient Greek polisi the "first Bas-Bleu [was] at Athens 
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known," in which citizens gathered to "mix / Taste, wit, and mirth, with politics" (67). 

More writes that the Bluestockings took joy in dialogue; words such as "communion," 

"union," "alliance," and "congenial" abound in the poem. The circle's members are not 

interested in fame, display, or in winning arguunents but in "communion sweet from heart 

to heart" (84) and the construction of new knowledge through dialogue: "Each in the 

other joys to find / The image answering to his mind" (85). The idea was that through 

conversation humans gain wisdom, for the human mode of being is social, collaborative. 

In this sense, conversation becomes a kind of love, a productive sharing of the self with 

others. 

One reason the Bluestocking circle was able to transform conversation as it did 

was that the drawing rooms in which it met were physically reorganized to suit its needs. 

Vesey and Montagu, the prnnary hosts, did away with the formal circle, instead arranging 

Montagu's "Chinese abode" (Carter 1: 283) and Vesey's "blue room" (111:106) so that 

guests could break o£f into smaller, less formal groups. Addison had noted in Spectator 

#68 (1711) that conversation in large assemblies of people is "much straitened and 

confined" and that "their debates are taken up chiefly with forms and general positions" 

(II: 28S). Hannah More, too, in "Bas Bleu; or. Conversation" criticizes the large 

assembly, "Where the dire Circle keeps its station / [and] Each common phrase is an 

oration" (72). As Habermas writes, the publk man is "representative"—his manners, 

gesture, language, clothing, are all codified and on display in the polite drawing room 

(12-13). 
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Only in private can the public man be truly himself. In the semi-private 

Bluestocking drawing room, representativeness is dispensed with, allowing casual, 

intimate conversation to occur. As groups grow smaller and more intimate, Addison 

says, conversation grows "more free and communicative." This was certainly true in the 

drawing rooms of the Bluestocking circle, in which, unlike the Lady's Drawing Room, 

criticism was valued above polite display, substance over form. The name 

"Bluestocking" itself is evidence of this; an eighteenth-century gentleman wore blue 

stockings as part of his casual, daify dress, not, typically, for a formal, polite, public 

gathering. Montagu Pennington takes note of this kind of informality in his memoir of 

his aunt, Elizabeth Carter. In the Bluestocking drawing room, he writes, there "was no 

formal circle to petrify an unfortunate stranger on his entrance; no rules of conversation 

to observe; no holding forth of one to his own distress, and the stupefying of his 

audience; no reading of his works by the author" (1:466). 

The literary criticism practiced by Bluestocking circle members such as Carter 

and Montagu was very different from the mere interpretation displayed in Ethelinda's 

drawing room. In the latter, one member reads aloud "The History of Clyamon and 

Constantia. Or, The Force of Love and Jealousy," and afterwards the company thank her 

for "so agr^able an Entertainment," and remark upon "something extremely tender and 

touching in the Circumstances of this Story" (^Lady's Drawing Room 329). This is not 

true criticism, but the unproductive individuated reception condemned by Habermas. In 

the drawing rooms of Montagu and Vesey, by contrast, authors were not permitted to 

ei^ross all attention to themselves by reading their works aloud. Instead, participants in 
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conversation engaged in livety debate over texts both ancient and modem, debates which 

are often continued over several years in the circle's letters. 

Along with the relaxation of rules, attention to substance, and desire to create new 

knowledge through collaborative dialogue, the Bluestockings intended to embrace the 

ideals of civic humanism, in which the citizen efi&ces his individuality in order to 

perform his civic duties and partkipate in collective discourse. (Even the drawing rooms 

themselves reflected the interest in the traditions of republican Rome: an architect's 

rendering of Mrs. Montagu's drawing room depicts a large room constructed on classical 

lines, with Romanesque pillars along the walls.) As Habermas notes, one characteristic 

of the emerging bourgeois public sphere was that class could be efi^ed and all members 

meet together as intellectual equals (36). The Bluestockings attempted to efi^e not just 

class, but gender as well; there is an underlying assumption that all individuals 

participatmg in the circle are intellectual equals—"kindred souls" as More says (82). 

Montagu Pennington, in his memoir of Mrs. Carter, wrote that "it was not difficult for 

any person of character to be introduced" to the Bluestocking drawing rooms (1; 465). 

Two of the Bluestocking leaders, Elizabeth Montagu and Hannah More, attempted to 

efigtce class by sponsoring the milkmaid poet Ann Yearsley. The intention was to bring 

together inteOectuals despite the barriers of class and gender. Montagu and More 

themselves were crossing class barriers; Montagu was the wealthiest woman in England 

and associated with nobility, while More was the fourth daughter of a schoolmaster. 

Other conversational circles hi London at this time emulated the Bluestockings; Montagu 
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Pennington notes that other assemblies were "conducted in a very easy and liberal 

manner" and that "many persons of both sexes were to be met with here" (1:470). 

Elizabeth Carter, Bluestocking 

Yet even as the Bluestockmg cffcle broke new ground, the women members were 

highly aware of their precarious position. One reason for their adoption of republican 

values and claim to citizenship was that by efi^ing gender they could defiise attacks 

upon them that were based on gender and the traditions that linked conversation to sexual 

promiscuity, frequently condemning public women as prostitutes. The women took pains 

to shield themselves from such aspersions with Christian piety and chastity. Elizabeth 

Carter, an intellectual of the Bluestockmg circle, is a fescinating figure, for she stands at 

the center of the ambiguity surrounding women's roles both in society and in 

conversational circles. 

In many ways. Carter led a double life, the center of a vigorous conversational 

circle durmg the winter in London and a quiet country lady during the summer. Her 

memoirist and nephew, Montagu Pennington, notes that her neighbors in Deal were 

unaware of her depth of learning, and Carter herself clamied to lead a "quiet, unnnportant 

life" (I, 101). Yet she was, without a doubt, an mtellectual, an emissary from the learned 

world—a world gendered male—to the conversable and reputedly female one. She 

seems aware of the gendered divide m her life when she writes of one day's occupation: 

"I dispatch a deal of plain work [Le., sew^], and read a world of Greek" (I: 127). One 

frund even compared her to Socrates, much to Carter's amusement: Socrates was a 
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"public figure," Carter said, all the while claiming that she, herself was not (I: 189). 

Aware of the traditions that gendered learning and active, rational conversation, 

Pennington, her nephew, displays great anxiety about Carter's learning and her public 

renown, repeating that her "character was truly feminine, however strong the powers of 

her mind might be" (I: 1S2). 

Carter, despite her claims that "I have nothing to do with politics," was political— 

and public—whether she liked it or not (^Letters I; 99). Not only did she fi-equently 

engage in publicly oriented rational-critical debate both in the drawing rooms and in her 

letters; she acted politically in her awareness of the limitations of gender and, in her 

actions, attempted to counteract them, both for herself and for other women. The 

gendering of conversation, in particular, infuriated her. She wrote to Montagu an angry 

account of an assembly at Deal, in which, "as if the two sexes had been in a state of war, 

the gentlemen ranged themselves on one side of the room, where they talked their own 

talk, and left us poor ladies to twirl our shuttles, and amuse each other, by conversing as 

we would" {Letters from Carter to Montagu III, 68). Here she demonstrates her 

awareness that female conversation was meant to be limited to domestic subjects. She, 

however, not interested in "tworltng a shuttle" and saw no reason why women could 

not jom men in their literary conversations: "Our opposites," she complains, "were 

discoursing on the old English poets and this subject did not seem so much beyond a 

female capacity, but that we might have been mdulged with a share in it." In London, in 

the Bluestocking circle, this division between the sexes would not have occurred. Carter 

also had a deckled preference for women writers, feeling that "women had not their 
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proper station in society, and that their mental powers were not rated sufiQciently high" 

{Memoir I: 447). She was noted for promoting the concerns of women writers, a 

practical action that resulted from her conversations with other members of the 

Bluestocking circle. 

However, at the same time. Carter was not an activist in the sense that Mary 

WoUstonecraft was; in &ct. Carter "detested the principles displayed in Mrs. 

Woolstonecrail's [sic] wild theory" {Memoirs I; 448). One reason for this dislike was that 

the women of the Bluestocking circle were sensitive to the &ct that as women engaging 

in conversation with men they opened themselves to charges of immorality and 

promiscuity, especially when the subjects of conversation moved beyond the politely 

banal (private / feminine) into the realms of literature and politics (public / masculine). 

Indeed, in the nineteenth century, as documented in the Oxford English Dictionary, the 

word "bluestocking" gained currency as a term for a licentious, loquacious woman. So it 

is not surprising that Mrs. Carter and the other Bluestocking women attempted to protect 

their reputations by presenting themselves as paragons of virtue, while avoiding impolite 

and unfeminine zeal in their conversation. In all of her letters Carter is preoccupied with 

propriety, judging works not simpty by their literary merit, but on their moral and 

religious content, and on whether they were likely to promote virtue in their readers. 

Conclusion 

Because of the associations of conversatk>n with sex and learned women with 

promiscuity, as Sylvia Harcstark Myers notes in The Bluestocking Circle^ the women of 
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the Bluestocking circle were "determined to combine their learning with virtue—a term 

which covers such traits as chastity for sii^e women, fidelity for married ones, and 

Christian piety" (2). They did this in order to preempt any gender-based attacks against 

them. For even as the Bluestocking circle attempted to create a Utopian, civic 

conversational society, socializii^ forces were at work upon them. The Bluestocking 

women, whfle pushing outward the boundaries limiting female participation in the public 

sphere, had to preempt any strikes against them by being absolutely unspotted in 

reputation—hence Montagu Pennington's anxiety about his aunt's learning; hence, too, 

the circle's scandalized reaction to Hester Thrale's marriage to Piozzi, an Italian music 

teacher. This also explains why the Bluestocking women rejected WoUstonecrafl and her 

principles; as a fellow intellectual and woman, WoUstonecrafl, by Uving in France with 

Gilbert Imlay and bearing his iUegitimate child, was destroying the shield of piety and 

propriety constructed by the Bluestockings to carry with them into a more public 

discursive space. 

To a degree, the Bluestocking women were successful in their attempts to remain 

both public and decorous. In 1798, for example, Richard Polwhele pubUshed a long 

poem entitled "The Unsex'd Females" and addressed it to Mary WoUestonecrafl. In the 

poem, the author attacks "bad" examples of feminine immodesty and hokls up examples 

of chaste femininity which include Montagu, who "refine[d] a letter'd age" and Carter, 

who "with a milder air, difiRise[d] / The moral precepts of the Grecian Muse" (U 188-

190). Another contemporary commentator. Reverend Wise, published a poem in the 

Gentleman's Magazine praising Carter as a model to be emulated: "May Britain's 
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daughters, taught by thee, / Grow votaries to Piety; / May they no more to cards devote / 

Their hours, but spend in tranquil thought!" (87). 

This concern with propriety explains why the conversations engaged in by the 

Bluestocking circle were, in the end, conservative in efifect, serving not to instigate social 

change to any large degree but remaining, instead, essentially spectatorial. The 

Bluestockings embraced rationalism because it enabled the speaker to efi^e his or her 

gender, class, and individual experience in order to participate as an equal in the 

formation of public opinion. However, with the effacement of the individual—despite 

the intention to create equality—comes, eventually, a detachment from the kinds of issues 

that individuals get angry about. Then, too, this kind of detachment leads to the point of 

view of the disinterested spectator. The conversational style of the disinterested spectator 

is one in which individuality and individual experience and emotion are divorced from 

conversation so that distastefril displays of zeal or passion are not forced upon listeners. 

There was no "buttonholing" in the Bluestocking drawing room. Even while a gesture 

toward active political engagement is made, in eighteenth century England, the truly 

republican civic humanist ideal was not sustainable amoi% even these dynamic men and 

women. 

For the Bluestocking circle's conversation could not depart too much from 

prevailing standards of behavior without suffering condemnation by social forces. As a 

result, its potential to foster the kind of active, rational-critical debate so valued by 

Habermas was not realized. The degree to which more political and active conversational 

forms were frowned upon the Bluestocking circle can be seen in the circle's treatment 
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of Edmund Burke. As an author. Burke was a valued member of the Bluestocking circle. 

His On the Sublime and Beautiful (1757) is, essential^, a conservative book about the 

spectatoriai consumption of art and the world. Burke, however, was ruined for 

conversation when he was elected to Parliament: Carter writes that "he quitted the 

elegant and amiable studies in which he was so well qualified to shine [...] for the 

turbulent schemes of ambition and the tricks of political life" (II: 23). This distinction, 

made between the "elegant" and semi-private world of studies and drawing-room 

conversation and the "turbulent," tricky, and public world of politics illuminates the 

essentially conservative nature of the Bluestocking circle's conversation. Though the 

circle did take up political subjects, it did not discuss those subjects with passionate 

advocacy, instead maintaining a spectatoriai—^and thus, ultimately, passive—stance 

toward those subjects. Indeed, Carter writes on the subject of politics that to "resist as &r 

as one properly can, every tendency to a spirit of Action, and seditious discontent, seems 

to be the duty of every subject of a lawful and equitable government" (99). There were 

politicians in the circle—^Vese^s husband was an MP, for example—but they were 

expected to check their party zeal at the drawing room door. And women, even more 

than men, were expected to refrain from political commentary—it made them unnatural, 

as Polwhele argues. It is not surprising, then, that, to avoid being silenced by those who 

took theb: authority from writers such as Addison and Richard Polwhele, the women of 

the Bhiestocking circle rejected passranate political rhetoric, instead emivacing more 

spectatoriai forms of conversation. 
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All this is not to say that the Bluestocking women engaged in only passive 

conversation and not active debate. However, they did not fully embrace the possibilities 

that rational-critical debate offered them. They imagined themselves as Aspasias, women 

who had left the private sphere in order to join men in the civic sphere. Yet their actively 

critical moments were confined to their letters, when they "spoke" woman to womatL 

When with men, they were constrained by social mores to refiain from the rhetorical 

practices that could have instigated real, lasting change for women. The irony of the 

Bluestocking circle's associatu>n of themselves with Aspasia is evident. Aspasia was a 

model for them because she left the private sphere to converse with men at a time when 

public discussion of political and social issues resulted in democratic change. However, 

Aspasia is remembered in many texts as a prostitute, Pericles' concubine. Her supposed 

immorality was based not only on her sexual promiscuity but on the &ct that she had left 

women's proper space to converse with men. And Aspasia, as a woman, could not be a 

citizen; nor was she Athenian, and so was an outsider twice over. Like Aspasia, the 

Bluestocking women could not be true citizens. Instead, they could only converse with 

men on an abstract plane, not on the planes of praxis, depioymg their conversations m 

such a way as to right the injustkes and oppressions that existed for women in the real 

world. 

It seems to me that the women of the Bluestocking circle, as members of a social 

group marginalized because of gender, had the potential, with their entrance into the 

public sphere, to use their conversational powers and their education to bring to public 

attention the plight of women in their socKty. Elizabeth Carter makes gestures in this 
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direction in her defense of women writers, and all of the Bluestockings show interest in 

women's education. However, their discussions of these subjects were, essentially, 

unproductive. Intent on setf-improvement and fearful of anti-feminist traditions, they 

defensively "assume[d] the perspective of a refined member of civil society" instead of 

engaging in truly revolutionary practices (Miller 59). As a result, the Bluestocking circle, 

although it contributed to the formation of the modem public sphere, in the end was more 

a passive, socializing circle than an active, political one. 
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Conclusion 

For eight days in the spring of 1999, student protesters continuously occupied the 

oflBce of the president of the University of Arizona demanding that he sign a resolution 

barring the university from engagii^ in business with companies that employ sweatshop 

labor. The protesters issued their resolution and awaited President Peter Likins' response. 

When his response, they felt, was inadequate, they refused to negotiate beyond reissuing 

their resolution a second, third, and even fourth time. President Likins grew frustrated: 

"I'm the best ally you could ask for," he said to the protesters, "and you push me away, 

and it hurts my feelings" {Arizona Daily Wildcat—Online 4-27-99). His frustration was 

somewhat understandable. First of all, he had cast himself in the role of reasonable 

negotiator, but the protesters refused to occupy a complementary position. Second, the 

language of the university, academic discourse, is conversational in its open-ended quest 

for knowledge, and the student protesters were not speaking that language; rather, they 

empk>yed a rhetoric of dissent and public confrontation. As the protest continued into its 

fifth day, the student protesters became intentk>nally disruptive, playing drums and 

chanting; the president emerged from his inner ofiQce, accused the protesters of rudeness, 

and demanded quiet. One protester responded, "But President Likins, this is a protest, 

you know how this works." Clearty there was a disagreement between the protesters and 

the president, not just over sweatshop labor, but over the communicational mode in 

which protest and response should occur. 
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In the end, President Likins signed a revised form of the original resolution and 

the protest ended. But the entire experience might be described as a &iled conversation. 

President Likins intentionally employed a rhetoric of rationality, demanding that students 

play a role as participants in a reasonable, perhaps even polite, conversation. Through 

that process of talking a solution to the problem could be reached, he maintained. But the 

protesters were rude by these standards; they refused to engage in discussion or 

respotided only by banging drums and chanting slogans from the writings of Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr., thus causing Likins' proposed conversation to come to a grinding halt. 

By refusing to accede to Likins' seemingly reasonable request, the protesters left 

themselves open to charges of dogmatic radicalism and were portrayed by the media that 

way. In &ct, several months later, when they feh Dr. Likins was not living up to the 

signed agreement, several of the protesters chained themselves to the doors of the 

Adimistration building and were arrested and jailed on the President's reluctant but 

definite orders to the University police. The question is: Why did the student protesters 

make a calculated decision not to join in conversation with President Likins? 

For several reasons: first, according to the traditions we have inherited from the 

eighteenth century, conversation is reasonable, while protest is not. Second, despite the 

best intentions of its participants, conversation is often hierarchical, one participant 

deferring to a more powerful participant, and in this case President Likins might have 

expected a tone of respect from the students whkh they were unwilling to grant him 

because they feared losing what little power they had. Third, conversation has long been 

associated with politeness, and for the protesters to converse politety with the 
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administration would be for them to cease being protesters and become well-behaved 

students, again within a hierarchy that oflfered them little power to make demands. 

Finally, despite President Likins' attempts to set up talks with the students, 

conversation may not be the proper commimicational mode for reaching resolution in 

such a situation. Conversation is communication, it is true, but it is not necessarily 

purposive or problem-solving in nature. Communications scholars have lately argued 

about whether or not conversation is a crucial component of the democratic process. For 

example, as literary critic Jeffrey Wallen has pointed out, there have recently been many 

calls for national conversations on troublesome issues, as if conversation is a mode of 

communication that fosters pluralistic problem-solving. Michael Schudson goes on from 

there to distinguish between two types of conversation, one the sort of "problem-solving 

conversation" that might be equated with Habermas's rational-critical debate, and the 

other sociable conversation that is ck>ser to chat in that it is open-ended, "non-utilitarian" 

and, essentially, private (299). Sociable conversation is primarily about reaflBrming 

social ties and exists both in democratic societies and in aristocratic societies such as that 

in Restoration England. In some ways, Schudson concludes, rational-critical debate is 

very different from conversation because conversation is associated with civility, while 

debate—like the buttonholing so frowned upon by eighteenth-century advocators of 

spectatorial disinterestedness—is often impolite, rude, passionate, and thus not 

conversational at alL To go back to the University of Arizona protests, for Preskient 

Likins to require that protesters become participants in a polite conversation was, 

implk:itJy, to ask them to change their outspoken demands mto malleable discussion 
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points, and to change their stance from disruptive protesters to polite students, thus 

weakening their rhetorical position. 

In "Conversation" linguist John Searle describes a two-part theory of conversation 

in order to answer the question: What speech acts do "count" as conversations? One part 

of Searle's theory is that when a conversation occurs its participants have a shared 

background which is not necessarily enunciated within the conversation. That is, "we 

always interpret a sentence against a background of practices and within a network of 

other beliefs and assumptions which are not themselves part of the semantic content of 

the sentence" (26). Thus when individuals or groups with a similar background converse, 

their social ties are reiterated. However, groups or individuals of radically different 

backgrounds, belief, and agendas cannot communicate in conversation very well. This 

kind of conversational breakdown is evident in the University of Arizona sit-in, and also, 

to give another example, in the national debate over abortion. To simplify a much more 

complex issue, two "sides" of the abortion debate, the pro-life and pro-choice, are unable 

to communicate because the basic assumptions of each "side,"—that human life is sacred 

and begins from the moment of conception, or that women have the right to choose 

whether or not they want to bear children—are so different that the two sides are 

irreconcilable. The result is shrill accusation, sflent standoff mutual incomprehension, 

and, for those least willing to ei^age in discussion, violence. It is clear, then, that 

without shared assumptk>ns and background, conversation in itself cannot solve social 

ills. 
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On the other hand, the &ct that a shared yet unspoken background or context is 

present in conversations means that, when conversation does take place, this context and 

all of its assumptions are reiterated and thus made more solid and stable. Hence it is not 

surprising that the metaphors used to describe conversation have to do with its power to 

stabilize relations not only between individuals but, exponentially, social groups and 

society as a whole. The following descriptions of conversation are revealing: In A 

Friendly Letter to all Young Men Shewing the Benefit of a Religious and Friendly 

Reproof, Conversation, and Admonition {1699), an anonymous author writes that "all 

Conversation is of an assimilating Nature; that is, it makes Men become like to those they 

converse withall" (2). The Gentleman's Magazine in 1731 averred that conversation is 

designed "to give and receive Pleasure; to promote good Humour and good Manners; to 

increase in Knowledge and Virtue; and to tie the Knot of Friendship closer and stronger" 

(198). French sociologist Gabriel Tarde wrote in 1898 that, because one eflfect of 

conversation is that speakers also listen, they "interpenetrate." Thus conversation 

becomes "the strongest agent of imitation, of the propagation of sentiments, ideas, and 

modes of action" (308). Twentieth-century communications scholar Michael Schudson 

calls conversation "the DNA or germ plasm of social life. It has the capacity to replicate, 

to combine, to exceed itself. It is inherent^ neither public nor private but social" (305). 

As Searle points out, conversation is collective behavior, verbal exchanges that 

invite "shared mtentionality" between its participants, so that "when two people greet 

each other and begin a conversation, they are beginning a joint activity rather than two 

indivkiual activities" (22). In a way, the individual partKipant gives up a part of her 
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individuality and efl&ces her idiosyncrasies in order to become part of a collective unit, 

creating something greater than its parts. This is conversation as social glue. Jeffery 

Wallen argues, however, that conversation itself—whether social or problem-solving— 

cannot function unless it goes beyond simply acknowledging and then eliding differences 

between speakers to engaging critically with the "holes in the social &bric" that dialogue 

alone cannot mend (41S). 

All of the scholars mentioned seem to be in agreement that the rational-critical 

debate that Habermas discusses has been replaced in our time with more individuated 

reception—an interest in the consumption rather than the production of ideas. They look 

at the mass media, our governing bodies, our public architecture, and see little scope for 

conversation beyond, as Wallen in particular points out, communication that functions as 

a band-aid to divert attention from more serious wounds in the social body. As I see it, if 

the sorts of natk>nal conversations that are meant to improve our democracy are to 

succeed, they need to go beyond the politeness that the traditions of eighteenth-century 

conversation have handed down to us, in order to address injustices, to engage in the sorts 

of topKS that people feel passionately about so that differences cannot simply be 

acknowledged and then ignored, but acted upon. Historically, conversation has been 

about sociability, about people gettmg along with each other. But for this particular 

mode of conmnmication to mean anything in our world today, it needs to go beyond the 

disengaged and redefine itself to move from chat to a less comfortable but ultimate^ 

more productive means of communicating. Conversation as it stands now is not meant to 

seek conchisrans, but maybe it should. 
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So why study conversation and not rational critical debate? What does 

conversation, freighted with the traditions we've inherited from the eighteenth century, 

have to ofifer us? Those traditions make conversation polite and thus distanced from the 

concerns of real life. Politeness is tbrmal—it creates distance between speakers; it is 

associated with the display of good manners—it is thus of the aesthetic realm and not of 

the living world. 

Yet conversation is important because it is, in actuality, of real life. It occurs 

spontaneously, is unpredictable, and has no predetermined ending point. Kenneth Burke 

describes the project of the university as an "unending conversation," a "parlor" which 

individual speakers enter, listen to what is beit^ said, answer, and, eventually, depart. 

This conversation continues, inextricably tied up with the forward movement of time. 

For Mikhail Bakhtin, too, our very lives are conversational in that, unlike the cold 

realities of atoms and physical laws (in which events such as those described by the 

second law of thermodynamics are reversable with the same outcomes), we exist in time, 

always moving forward toward an unknowable future. In the same way, our words are 

inherited from those who preceded us and are inflected with their intentions; we add our 

own inflections and, as Burke figures it, we leave the room and the conversation to those 

who follow us. The words we speak, Bakhtin says, are always oriented to those future 

speakers, anticipating their response. 

Bakhtin's ideas about language and time evolved out of his interest in moral 

philosophy. In his early treatise Toward a Philosophy of the Act, Bakhtin uses the word 

answerability to describe the act of being. If life is a conversation, the individual's 
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purpose is to answer; he has, in Bahktin's terms, no "alibi for existence" (see p. 40). This 

is a profoundly moral stance because it allows for phroenesis and praxis—for the 

'ought'—in a way that has been lost since the conversations and attitudes of the early 

eighteenth century. Then, ideally, one's actions m the world were determined by one's 

citizenship in every category of life. One acted for the universal good first; a moral 

imperative existed in the move from collective, civil understanding to individual action. 

In short, a man became good by doing good. As the eighteenth century continued, 

conversation, in becoming polite, distanced itself from the moral realm; it became one 

step removed from what Bakhtin calls "real life" and thus was distanced, as well, from 

the ought. A good man was one who displayed good taste; there was a disconnect 

between understanding and action, no move from phroenesis to praxis. The disinterested 

spectator might "feel another's pam" (the sentimental movement comes to mind here) but 

feels no moral imperative to act. 

Bakhtin identifies what I've been calling the disinterested spectator with what he 

calls "the world of culture," which is separate and "impervious" to the "world of life" in 

which actions occur (2). The difl^nce between these two worlds—the civic and the 

civil, the active and the passive, the participant and the spectator—has to do with time, 

and that's where morality enters. The world of culture, that of the disinterested spectator, 

is timeless and theoretical; that is, it is aesthetic and exists outside of time. It is a tableau 

vivant, much like the Ladies' Drawmg Room, m which participants display their 

politeness and listen uncritically to novels read aloud. When the element time is added, 

each living event can occur onfy once. The mdivklual cannot abrogate his responsibility 
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in a time stream, he must participate; he cannot simply observe. Thus he becomes, as 

Bahktin has it, answerable. His actions, conversationally, answer those which preceded 

and anticipate those to follow. 

For Bahktin there is no "theoretical ought" (4), there is only the actual moment-to 

moment moral action of individuals living in the "real world". As he says, "the ought 

gains its validity within the unity of my once-occurent answerable life" (5). Further, 

"Being is arranged in a once-occurrent point and never-repeatable manner. That which 

can be done by me can never be done by anyone else. The uniqueness or singularity of 

present-on-hand Being is compellently obligatory" (40). 

Bakhtin's ideas about answerability and being-in-time present a way of 

reconciling Enlightenment individuality—the danger of atomized individualism, the 

disinterested spectator, and the concurrent loss ofphroenesis or collective action—to the 

possibility of acting in the world. For Bakhtin, "every thought of mine, along with its 

content, is an act or deed that I perform—my own individually answerable act or deed" 

(3). In this way, conversation itself with its every word having a history and an 

unknowable future, becomes profoundly active and important to the lives of real people 

living in the real world. 
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